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Abstract 
Underwater survey systems have numerous scientific or industrial applications in the 
fields of geology, biology, mining, and archeology. These application fields involve 
various tasks such as ecological studies, environmental damage assessment, and 
ancient prospection. During two decades, underwater imaging systems are mainly 
equipped by Underwater Vehicles (UV) for surveying in water or ocean. Challenges 
associated with obtaining visibility of objects have been difficult to overcome due to 
the physical properties of the medium. In the last two decades, sonar is usually used for 
the detection and recognition of targets in the ocean or underwater environment. 
However, because of the low quality of images by sonar imaging, optical vision 
sensors are then used instead of it for short range identification. Optical imaging 
provides short-range, high-resolution visual information of the ocean floor. However, 
due to the light transmission’s physical properties in the water medium, the optical 
imaged underwater images are usually performance as poor visibility. Light is highly 
attenuated when it travels in the ocean. Consequence, the imaged scenes result as 
poorly contrasted and hazy-like obstructions. The underwater imaging processing 
techniques are important to improve the quality of underwater images.  
As mentioned before, underwater images have poor visibility because of the medium 
scattering and light distortion. In contrast to common photographs, underwater optical 
images suffer from poor visibility owing to the medium, which causes scattering, color 
distortion, and absorption. Large suspended particles cause scattering similar to the 
scattering of light in fog or turbid water that contain many suspended particles. Color 
distortion occurs because different wavelengths are attenuated to different degrees in 
water; consequently, images of ambient in the underwater environments are dominated 
by a bluish tone, because higher wavelengths are attenuated more quickly. Absorption 
of light in water substantially reduces its intensity. The random attenuation of light 
xi 
 
causes a hazy appearance as the light backscattered by water along the line of sight 
considerably degrades image contrast. Especially, objects at a distance of more than 10 
meters from the observation point are almost unreadable because colors are faded as 
characteristic wavelengths, which are filtered according to the distance traveled by 
light in water. So, traditional image processing methods are not suitable for processing 
them well. 
  This thesis proposes strategies and solutions to tackle the above mentioned problems 
of underwater survey systems. In this thesis, we contribute image pre-processing, 
denoising, dehazing, inhomogeneities correction, color correction and fusion 
technologies for underwater image quality improvement. The main content of this 
thesis is as follows. 
  First, comprehensive reviews of the current and most prominent underwater imaging 
systems are provided in Chapter 1. A main features and performance based 
classification criterion for the existing systems is presented. After that, by analyzing 
the challenges of the underwater imaging systems, a hardware based approach and 
non-hardware based approach is introduced. In this thesis, we are concerned about the 
image processing based technologies, which are one of the non-hardware approaches, 
and take most recent methods to process the low quality underwater images. 
As the different sonar imaging systems applied in much equipment, such as 
side-scan sonar, multi-beam sonar. The different sonar acquires different images with 
different characteristics. Side-scan sonar acquires high quality imagery of the seafloor 
with very high spatial resolution but poor locational accuracy. On the contrast, 
multi-beam sonar obtains high precision position and underwater depth in seafloor 
points. In order to fully utilize all information of these two types of sonars, it is 
necessary to fuse the two kinds of sonar data in Chapter 2. Considering the sonar 
image forming principle, for the low frequency curvelet coefficients, we use the 
maximum local energy method to calculate the energy of two sonar images. For the 
xii 
 
high frequency curvelet coefficients, we take absolute maximum method as a 
measurement. The main attributes are: firstly, the multi-resolution analysis method is 
well adapted the cured-singularities and point-singularities. It is useful for sonar 
intensity image enhancement. Secondly, maximum local energy is well performing the 
intensity sonar images, which can achieve perfect fusion result [42].  
In Chapter 3, as analyzed the underwater laser imaging system, a Bayesian 
Contourlet Estimator of Bessel K Form (BCE-BKF) based denoising algorithm is 
proposed. We take the BCE-BKF probability density function (PDF) to model 
neighborhood of contourlet coefficients. After that, according to the proposed PDF 
model, we design a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator, which relies on a 
Bayesian statistics representation of the contourlet coefficients of noisy images. The 
denoised laser images have better contrast than the others. There are three obvious 
virtues of the proposed method. Firstly, contourlet transform decomposition prior to 
curvelet transform and wavelet transform by using ellipse sampling grid. Secondly, 
BCE-BKF model is more effective in presentation of the noisy image contourlet 
coefficients. Thirdly, the BCE-BKF model takes full account of the correlation 
between coefficients [107].  
In Chapter 4, we describe a novel method to enhance underwater images by 
dehazing. In underwater optical imaging, absorption, scattering, and color distortion 
are three major issues in underwater optical imaging. Light rays traveling through 
water are scattered and absorbed according to their wavelength. Scattering is caused by 
large suspended particles that degrade optical images captured underwater. Color 
distortion occurs because different wavelengths are attenuated to different degrees in 
water; consequently, images of ambient underwater environments are dominated by a 
bluish tone. Our key contribution is to propose a fast image and video dehazing 
algorithm, to compensate the attenuation discrepancy along the propagation path, and 
xiii 
 
to take the influence of the possible presence of an artificial lighting source into 
consideration [108].  
In Chapter 5, we describe a novel method of enhancing underwater optical images or 
videos using guided multilayer filter and wavelength compensation. In certain 
circumstances, we need to immediately monitor the underwater environment by 
disaster recovery support robots or other underwater survey systems. However, due to 
the inherent optical properties and underwater complex environment, the captured 
images or videos are distorted seriously. Our key contributions proposed include a 
novel depth and wavelength based underwater imaging model to compensate for the 
attenuation discrepancy along the propagation path and a fast guided multilayer 
filtering enhancing algorithm. The enhanced images are characterized by a reduced 
noised level, better exposure of the dark regions, and improved global contrast where 
the finest details and edges are enhanced significantly [109].  
  The performance of the proposed approaches and the benefits are concluded in 
Chapter 6. Comprehensive experiments and extensive comparison with the existing 
related techniques demonstrate the accuracy and effect of our proposed methods. 
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Chapter 1  
 
Introduction 
1.1 Background 
 
Seafloor exploration is an important activity that started thousands of years ago with 
human shallow diving [1]. In recent days, underwater surveys have numerous scientific 
applications in the field of geology [2], biology [3] and archeology [4]. 
Because of human limitations of extreme deep, during long periods of time, 
underwater surveys are mainly carried out by underwater vehicles (UVs). Generally, 
UVs can be mainly divided by equipment into two folds: one is Autonomous 
Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) [5] which are moved by set route, and the other is 
Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) [6] which are manually controlled by a pilot. 
These vehicles are often equipped with advanced navigation sensors for monitoring the 
sea floor or seabed. Typical sensor suites may include an Ultra Short Base Line (USBL) 
[7], a Long Base Line (LBL) [8], a Doppler Velocity Log (DVL) [9], accelerometers, 
inclinometers, acoustic imaging sensors and optical imaging sensors, and other physical 
sensors and chemistry sensors. 
Among the sensors listed above, acoustic imaging sensors and optical imaging 
sensors provide an important role in underwater vision. Underwater acoustics and optics 
may look like to be unrelated. However, many of available techniques show that 
acoustic and light is the very suitable ways to monitoring of the status of the underwater 
environment.  
As we all known, sound is formatted as wave that propagates best in water than the 
others. Generally, in turbid ocean, many types of electromagnetic waves, like light, 
short radio waves, are used below to detect the underwater status after hundreds or 
thousands of meters, on the other hand, the sound can perform very well in ocean. 
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Animals (cetaceans, certain turtle et al.) have evolved high performance sonars to use 
the propagation characteristics of sound in water. On the 1490s, Leonardo da Vinci had 
built rudimentary passive sonar [10]. It has been proven that humans can easily learn to 
discriminate between different objects by using frequency transposed sound from 
dolphin mimicking sonars [11]. Therefore, it is not doubt that takes a more advanced 
technology, such as acoustic waves, which have been used for a variety of purposes, 
from passive usage in warfare to acoustic cameras that produce underwater pictures. 
However, for short range imaging, people always need to use the optical imaging 
technologies. The manifest advantages of optical imaging are that, we usually taking the 
most developed sense, the visual perception. Compared with ocean acoustics, the colors, 
or shapes et al. in optical images are perceived in a common way, while the 
interpretation of acoustic images can sometimes be confusing and even distortion at 
sometimes [12]. In the next subsection, we introduce the history and development of 
underwater imaging systems. 
1.2 Underwater Imaging Systems 
 
1.2.1 Acoustic Imaging 
 
As mentioned before, sound can be used to produce a map of reflected intensities, which 
is called sonogram. These sonar images are often similar to optical images, and the level 
of details higher than the traditional ways. However, if the deployed forms/types of the 
environment, the sonogram can be completely confused. So, people should take 
significant experience before interpret the information correctly [13].  
  Sonograms are made by the devices which emit beam pulses toward the bottom of the 
ocean. The sonar beams are narrow in one direction and wide in the other direction, 
emitted down from the transducer to the objects. The intensities of the acoustic 
reflection from the seafloor are called “fan-shaped”, which likes an image. As the beam 
is moved, the reflections will depict a series of image lines perpendicular to the 
direction of motion. When stitched together “along track”, the beam-lines will produced 
a single image of the seabed or objects [13]. 
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  It is necessary that the movement can be gained by rotation of the transducer array, 
just like in sector scanning sonars (SSS) for remotely operated vehicle (ROV), where 
they are used as navigational aids, such as conventional ship-radars. However, the 
equipment is towed on a cable behind the ship, and because of the lines imaged is 
perpendicular to the length axis of ship.  
  In the 1970s, the long range GLORIA side-scan sonar was developed. It was used to 
monitor the large oceanic areas, operated at low frequencies (6 kHz) and was used to 
produce images of continental shelves world-wide [14]. Recently, the 30 kHz Towed 
Ocean Bottom Instrument (TOBI) multisensor is used instead of it. To reach a higher 
resolution of the sonar image, it is possible to either increase the frequency or to 
increase the number of elements of the transducer array [15]. On the other hand, signal 
processing techniques are used for improving its performance.  
  About 50 years ago, there have been a lot of people who attempt to design an 
acoustic-optical camera. The first successful set was the EWATS system, which was 
created in the 1970s and had 200 lines of resolution and maximum of 10 meters range. 
In the 2000s, DIDSON [16], Echoscope [17], BlueView [18] or the other acoustic 
camera are designed for serving the underwater.  
While the above mentioned acoustic imaging cameras perform well, they also have 
the challenges in the measurement of the seafloor or objects. In order to monitor and 
survey small-scale bed objects in the ocean, coastal, river, the issue of increase the 
accuracy and resolution of imaging sonars is also remaining. Another issue is to reduce 
the cost of multi-beam sonar (MBS), so as to facilitate a wider application of the 
technique. 
1.2.2 Optical Imaging 
 
Optical imaging sensors can provide much information updated at high speed and they 
are commonly used in many terrestrial and air robotic application. However, because of 
the interaction between electromagnetic waves and water, optical imaging systems and 
vision systems need to be specifically designed to be able to use in underwater 
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environment [19]. 
  Underwater images have specific characteristics that should be consider during the 
gathering process and processing process. Light attenuation, scattering, non-uniform 
lighting, shadows, color filtering, suspended particles or abundance of marine life on 
top or surrounding the target of interest are frequently found in typical underwater 
scenes [103]. 
  One effect of the inherent optical properties (IOP) of ocean is that it becomes darker 
and darker with the deepening water depth. As the water depth increases, the white light 
from the sun is absorbed and scattered. For example, in the clean ocean water, the 
euphotic depth is 200 meters or less [20]. In addition, the spectral composition of 
sunlight also changes with the water depth. Absorption is greater for long wavelengths 
(red color) than for short (green color); this is prominent effect even at shallow depth 
with 10 meters. Therefore, most of underwater images taken in natural light (sunlight) 
will appear blue or green on images or videos. Thus, for all but the most deep-sea or 
turbidly water application, additional illumination is required. Figure 1-1 and Figure 1-2 
show the light absorption process in water. 
 
Figure 1-1: The diagram shows the depth that light will penetrate in clear ocean water. 
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Figure 1-2: NOAA basic illustration of the depth at which different color of light 
penetrates ocean waters. Water absorbs warm colors like reds and oranges (known as 
long wavelength light) and scatters the cooler colors (known as short wavelength light). 
 
 The underwater imaging process is that, underwater optical cameras are usually 
equipped in watertight enclosures (also named as water housing) with a depth rated lens. 
Before reaching the scene of the underwater optical camera, the refraction is caused. 
The image is bent as the light rays coming the scene and they pass from water to glass 
and then from glass to air. The refraction changes the apparent shape and position of 
objects [21,103]. 
  When the light (or a photon) hits a particle suspended in water, its original path is 
deflected by the water. According on the angle of impurities, the light ray is deviated; 
this phenomenon is called as forward scattering or backscattering. Forward scatter 
always occurred as the angle of deflection is small. Forward scatter results in image 
blurring and contrast reduction. Backscatter occurs when the light from the light source, 
which is reflected to the camera before reaching the object. Backscatter may cause 
bright points in the image usually known as marine snow [103]. The main issue of 
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backscatter also named as light veiling. It can highly reduce the image contrast, causing 
serious problems in underwater optical imaging systems. The referred effects of 
backscatter, forward scatter and refraction are illustrated in Figure 1-3. 
 
Figure 1-3: Example of backward scatter, forward scatter and refraction. 
 
  Both forward scatter and backward scatter are depending on the scope of illuminated 
water inside the camera’s field of view. The absorption is caused by the electromagnetic 
waves traversing water to be quickly attenuated. Furthermore, the spectral components 
of light are absorbed quickly as traveling in the water. Therefore, long wavelength (red 
band light) is lost at first in clean water. However, in turbid water or in places with high 
concentration of plankton, red light may be better transmitted than blue light. 
Consequence, two problems are noticed that may be important problems for optical 
imaging and computer vision processing systems. Firstly, the usage of artificial light is 
needed in most cases and dramatically limits the distance at which objects are perceived. 
Secondly, the colors are distorted and the perception of the scene can be altered [103]. 
  For underwater optical imaging system design, the better solution is to separate the 
illumination sources and the underwater optical camera. Consequence, the backscattered 
light must be separate from the observer as much as possible. In general, light source is 
separated from the camera as much as possible by other small underwater equipment 
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(about 3 to 5 meters). Another approach is to reduce the effect of backscatter by using 
gated viewing technology. In this way, it is used to emit a short pulse of light; 
meanwhile, the camera is opened only when the light pulse passes the desired viewing 
distance. Therefore, the backscatter effect from the turbidity is not showed on the image. 
The third approach is to increase visibility is to take polarized filters, cross polarized 
between the illumination and the underwater camera. 
1.3 Challenges of Underwater Imaging Systems 
 
As mentioned before, the main challenge working with the results of underwater 
imaging system from both rapid decay of signals of absorption, which leads to poor 
signal to noise feedbacks, and blurring caused by strong scattering by the water itself 
and constituents within, epically particulates. To properly address these issues, 
knowledge of underwater optical properties and their relationship to the image 
formation can be exploited in order to restore the imagery to the best possible level [22]. 
  The processing of improving a degraded image to visibly look better is called image 
enhancement or image quality improvement [23]. It is explained that, due to the effects 
of optical or acoustic backscatter, the images in a scattering medium have low contrast. 
By improving the image contrast, it is expected to increase the visibility and discern 
more details. There are different definitions of measuring image contrast. One of the 
common definitions for image contrast c is the Michelson formula [24]: 
minmax
minmax
II
IIc
+
−
= ,                       (1.1) 
where Imax and Imin are for the maximum and minimum image intensity values 
respectively. 
  There are many different techniques to improve the contrast of the image. These 
techniques can be classified in to two approaches: hardware based methods and 
non-hardware base approach. 
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1.3.1 Hardware Based Approach 
 
Hardware based approach requires special equipment; two common examples include 
polarization and range-gated imaging. 
 Polarization 
Light has three properties, that is, intensity, wavelength, and polarization. The human 
vision system and some animals can detect polarization and use it in many different 
ways such as enhancing visibility [25]. Natural light is initially unpolarized. However, 
light reaching to a camera often has biased polarization due to scattering and refection. 
Light polarization coveys different information of the scene. Inspired by animal 
polarization vision, a polarization imaging technique has been developed. To collect 
light polarization data, polarization sensitive imaging and sensing systems are required 
[26].  
  Preliminary studies showed that the back-scatter light can be reduced by polarization. 
Some studies assume the reflected light from the object is significantly polarized rather 
than the back scatter and in some other studies the contrary is assumed. Also, in some 
studies active illumination, a polarized light source is used [27], whereas in other study 
passive illumination, ambient light is used for imaging. Polarization difference imaging 
(PDI) method process the intensity of two images obtained at two orthogonal 
polarizations. Schechner et al introduced a method which is based on the physical model 
of visibility degradations to recover underwater images using raw images through 
different states of polarizing filter. In this method visibility can be restored significantly, 
but remains some noise due to pixels falling on distant objects. A technique is developed 
to reduce the noise [28]. This method is developed to capture images faster, and as a 
result may be able to estimate a rough 3D scene structure [29]. 
 Range-gated Imaging 
Range-gated or time-gated imaging is one of the hardware methods to improve the 
image quality and visibility in turbid conditions [30]. In range-gated underwater 
imaging system, the camera is adjacent to the light source, while the underwater target 
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is behind the scattering medium [31]. The operation of range-gated system is to select 
the reflected light from the object that arrives at the camera and to block the optical 
back-scatter light [32]. 
Range-gated system includes a broad-beam pulse as the illumination source, a high 
speed gated camera and a synchronization gate duration control [32]. Tan et al [31] 
presented a sample plot of the timing of range-gated imaging in their work. The 
authorized copy of the plot is shown in Figure 1-4. 
 
 
Figure 1-4: The authorized copy of the timing plot of range-gated imaging system 
from [31]. Reflected Image Temporal Profile (RITP) in time domain, for clear water 
condition with attenuation coefficient, c=0.26/m; absorption coefficient, a= 0:04/m 1. 
Front RITP, 2. Middle RITP, 3. Tail RITP. 
 
A range-gated process starts when the laser sends a pulse onto the object. As the light 
travels, the camera gate is closed. Thus, back-scattered light will not be captured. The 
fast electronic shutter of the gated camera is time delayed and only opens for a very 
short period of time. When the laser pulse returns to the camera after hitting the object, 
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the camera gate opens. In this case, the camera is exposed only to the reflected light 
from the object. Once the laser pulse is over, the camera gate closes again. The opening 
or closing of the camera gate is based on the prior information about the object location 
[30]. 
1.3.2 Non-hardware Based Approach 
 
In non-hardware based approach, no special imaging equipment is required and only 
digital image processing tools are utilized. Three common examples include histogram 
equalization, statistical modeling and unsharp masking. 
 Histogram Equalization (HE) 
Histogram equalization is the most common enhancement method for underwater image 
processing because of its simplicity and effectiveness. To operation of HE is to 
redistribute the probabilities of gray levels occurrences in such a way that the histogram 
of the output image to be close to the uniform distribution. Histogram equalization does 
not consider the content of an image, only the gray level distribution. 
  Different histogram equalization methods have been developed in recent years. These 
methods can be generally divided in to two categories: global and local methods. Global 
histogram equalization processes the histogram of the whole image. Although it is 
effective, it has some limitations. Global HE stretches the contrast over the whole image, 
and sometimes this causes loss of information in dark regions. To overcome this 
limitation, a local HE technique was developed. Local HE uses a small widow that 
slides sequentially through every pixel of the image. Only blocks of the image that fall 
in this window are processed for HE and the gray level mapping is done for the center 
pixel of that window. Local HE is more powerful, but requires more computation. Local 
HE sometimes causes over enhancement is some parts of the image, and also increases 
the image noise. Some methods are developed to speed up the computation, such as 
partially overlapped histogram equalization and block based binomial filter histogram 
equalization. 
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 Statistical Modelling 
Oakley and Bu [33] introduce a statistical based algorithm, which using the standard 
deviation of the normalized brightness of an image to detect the presence of optical back 
scatter in a degraded image. It is assumed that the level of the optical back-scatter is 
constant throughout the image. This algorithm intends to find the minimum of a global 
cost function. 
The proposed algorithm for optical backscatter estimation is to find the minimum 
value of a cost function that is a scaled version of the standard deviation of the 
normalized intensity. The key feature of this method is that it does not require any 
segmentation as it uses a global statistic rather than the sample standard deviation of 
small blocks. 
The enhanced version of an image has the form: 
)(ˆ bImI −=                          (1.2) 
where I is the degraded image, b is an estimate of the optical back-scatter contributed 
part of the image, Iˆ is the modified image and m is the scaling parameter. The 
estimated value of optical back-scatter has been shown: 
)}(min{arg bS                     (1.3) 
where 
( ){ }PpbIGM
bI
II
P
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pp ,...,2,1:1)(
2
1
=−



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


−
−
= ∑
=
     (1.4) 
p is the pixel position, P is the total number of pixels, I is the degraded image, I is the 
smoothed image, which is calculated by reclusive Guassian filter. 
 Unsharp Masking (UM) 
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Unsharp masking (UM) is the other common image enhancement method [34]. In this 
method the image is improved by emphasizing the high frequency components in the 
image [35]. 
  The UM method is derived from an earlier photographic technique and involves 
subtracting the blurred version of an image from the image itself [35]. This is equivalent 
to adding a scaled high-pass filtered version of the image to itself [36] as shown in Eq. 
(1.5). The high pass filtering is usually done with a Laplacian operator [37]. 
),(ˆ),(),( nmznmxnmy λ+=                (1.5) 
where x(m, n) is the original image, λˆ is a constant, greater than 0, that changes the 
grade of sharpness as desired and z(m, n) is the high-pass filtered version of the original 
image. 
  Although this method is easy to implement, it is very sensitive to noise and also 
causes digitizing effects and blocking artifacts. Different methods of UM have been 
introduced to mitigate these problems. Non-linear filters, such as polynomial and 
quadratic filters are used instead of the high pass filter. 
1.4 Outline of the Approaches 
 
The underwater images that we are interested on may be suffered of some of the 
following issues: non-uniform lighting, limited range visibility, low contrast, blurring, 
bright artifacts, color diminished, noise et al. Therefore, application of standard or 
traditional computer vision techniques to improve the underwater images cannot resolve 
the above mentioned problems well. 
  The computer vision techniques can be divided by three different points of view: as 
an image restoration technique, as an image enhancement method [38], and as a hybrid 
image restoration or enhancement method. 
 The image restoration method attempts to recover a degraded image by a 
degradation model. It is essentially known as an inverse problem. These methods 
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are strictly but they require a lot of model parameters (like attenuation and diffusion 
coefficients that characterize the water turbidity) which are only nearly known in 
tables and can be extremely variable. Another important parameter required is the 
depth estimation of a given object in the scene [19]. 
 Image enhancement method uses qualitative subjective criteria to produce a more 
pleasing image. These methods do not rely on any physical model of the image 
formation. These kinds of approaches are usually simpler and faster than restoration 
methods or restoration models. However, the processed results are not satisfied at 
sometimes [19]. 
 Combine the advantages of image restoration method and image enhancement 
method, we named as hybrid image restoration method. It takes the physical model 
to recover the scene, for recovered scene, we take the image enhancement 
techniques to enhance image display appearance. 
  In the follows we give these methods in details. Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 use image 
enhancement techniques. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 5, we introduce the hybrid image 
restoration techniques. 
1.5 Contributions 
 
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows: 
 A statistical speckle suppression method for removing underwater laser image noise, 
based on the decomposed contourlet coefficients. This method utilizes Bayesian 
contourlet Estimator of Bessel K Form probability density function to model 
neighborhood contourlet coefficient. After that, according to the proposed PDF 
model, we design a maximum a posteriori estimator, which relies on a Bayesian 
statistics representation for the contourlet coefficients [39]. 
 A novel method to enhance underwater optical images by guided trigonometric 
bilateral filters and color correction is proposed. Our key contributions are proposed 
a new underwater model to compensate the attenuation discrepancy along the 
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propagation path, and to propose a fast guided trigonometric bilateral filtering 
enhancing algorithm and a novel fast automatic color enhancement algorithm [40]. 
 We introduce a signal frame-based vignette removal method. Given the fact that we 
are interested in the overall effect of light attenuation through the imaging system 
and not all of the image formation details, the multiscale circle gradient 
de-vignetting method are proposed [41]. 
 A novel system for removing underwater sonar image noise, enhancing the 
structure of sonar images, and fusing the underwater sensed images, based on the 
decomposed curvelet coefficients is proposed [42]. 
 A wavelength compensation based shallow water scene reconstruction method is 
proposed. Meanwhile, a novel underwater imaging model to compensate for the 
attenuation discrepancy along the propagation path and a fast guided multilayer 
filtering enhancing algorithm. 
1.6 Thesis Structure 
 
The thesis is divided into the following chapters: 
Chapter 1 briefly reviews the characteristics and types of acoustic imaging and optical 
imaging technologies in the ocean. We also introduce the usually used underwater 
image formation model, and the problems of recent underwater imaging system. 
Chapter 2 describes a novel system for removing underwater sonar image noise, 
enhancing the structure of sonar images, and fusing the underwater sensed images, 
based on the decomposed curvelet coefficients. Side-scan sonar acquires high quality 
imagery of the seafloor with very high spatial resolution but poor locational accuracy. 
However, multi-beam sonar obtains high precision position and underwater depth in 
seafloor points. In order to fully utilize all information of these two types of sonars, it is 
necessary to fuse the two kinds of sonar data. This paper gives curvelet transform for 
enhancing the signals or details in different scales separately. It also proposes a new 
intensity sonar image fusion method, which is based on curvelet transform. Considering 
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the sonar image forming principle, for the low frequency curvelet coefficients, we 
utilize the maximum local energy method to calculate the energy of two sonar images. 
For the high frequency curvelet coefficients, we take absolute maximum method as a 
measurement. The main attribute of this paper is: Firstly, the multi-resolution analysis 
method is well adapted the cured-singularities and point-singularities. It is useful for 
sonar intensity image enhancement. Secondly, maximum local energy is well 
performing the intensity sonar images, which can achieve perfect fusion result [42].  
Chapter 3 describes a statistical speckle suppression method for removing underwater 
optical image noise, based on the decomposed contourlet coefficients. This method 
utilizes Bayesian Contourlet Estimator of Bessel K Form (BCE-BKF) probability 
density function (PDF) to model neighborhood contourlet coefficients. After that, 
according to the proposed PDF model, we design a maximum a posteriori (MAP) 
estimator, which relies on a Bayesian statistics representation for the contourlet 
coefficients of noisy images. There are three obvious virtues of this method. Firstly, 
contourlet transform decomposition prior to curvelet transform and wavelet transform 
by using ellipse sampling grid. Secondly, BCE-BKF model is more effective in 
presentation of the noisy image contourlet coefficients. Thirdly, the BCE-BKF model 
takes full account of the correlation between coefficients. Some comparisons with the 
best available results will be present in order to illustrate the effectiveness of the 
proposed method [107]. 
Chapter 4 presents to utilize the image processing technologies to determine the 
mineral location and to recognize the mineral actually within a little processing time. 
We firstly analysis the recent underwater imaging models, and propose a novel 
underwater optical imaging model, which is much closer to the light propagation model 
in the underwater environment. In our imaging system, we remove the electrical noise 
by dual-tree complex wavelet transform. Then, solving the non-uniform illumination of 
artificial lights by fast guided trilateral bilateral filter and recovering the image color 
through automatic color equalization. Finally, a shape-based mineral recognition 
algorithm is proposed for underwater objects detection [108].  
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Chapter 5 describes a novel method of enhancing underwater optical images or videos 
using guided multilayer filter and color correction. In certain circumstances, we need to 
immediately monitor the underwater environment by disaster recovery support robots. 
However, due to the inherent optical properties and underwater complex environment, 
the captured images or videos are distorted seriously. That is, absorption, scattering and 
color distortion are three major distortion issues for underwater optical imaging. Our 
key contributions proposed include a novel underwater imaging model to compensate 
for the attenuation discrepancy along the propagation path and a fast guided multilayer 
filtering enhancing algorithm.  
Chapter 6 presents the conclusions of this work, summarizes the contributions and 
identifies some future research directions. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Multi-Source Images Fusion 
 
2.1 Background 
 
Acoustic sensing is the imaging modality of choice for the analysis of deep-sea 
environments [43]. Acoustic waves propagate well in water, as opposed to 
electro-magnetic waves, which is used by optical cameras to reconstruct the real scene. 
The optical camera performs high resolution images and can exploit rich vision 
literature applied in air; however, it has the drawbacks of the limited range of light in 
water and may be having no-ideal conditions in the turbidity of the water. So, several 
acoustic sensors are routinely used to study the underwater environment, such as 
multi-beam sonar [44], side-scan sonar [45] et al. 
Multi-beam sonar (MES) can obtain high precision position and ocean depth in 
seafloor. At the same time, it also can obtain low-resolution seabed images. To obtain 
images of the seafloor, side-scan sonar (SSS) are used. It can obtain low precision 
position and depth with high-resolution. To take full advantages of all the information, 
the digital information of MES and SSS can be fused for explaining and exploring 
seabed. The fused image is useful to make more comprehensive, quantitative and 
qualitative analysis, which is of great contribution to known seafloor topography, 
underwater target detection and so on. 
Because the images of MES and SSS are not measured from the same sensor, their 
deformations are also not at the same. It is necessary or important to combine the two 
type sonar images in order to obtain the converted parameters of related pixels. T.P. 
Lebas et al [46] used Chamfer registration method to acquire MES sonar image and the 
SSS sonar image. It did not consider whole image, and may be caused the registration 
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parameters inconsistent in the part of image mosaic. K.P. Behrooz et al [47] proposed 
the seabed contour method to co-register images. The result was satisfactory, but the 
results must be obtained from the same sensor. In 1998, S. Daniel et al [48] suggested to 
use goals and shadows of the same place to register images. This method is only 
applicable to the slant range uncorrected SSS image. In the same year, Z.X. Zhang [49] 
adopted a fast automatic registration method for co-registration of remote sensing 
imagery. However, the method is not suitable for sonar image processing. In 2003, F.L. 
Yang et al [50] proposed the maximal correlate coefficient-based co-registering method. 
The method can fully consider useful information of MES and SSS sonars. In this 
chapter, we take this method as an image preprocessing method. 
In Ref. [51], Y. Han et al proposed a wavelet transform based MES and SSS sonar 
image fusion method. It adapted dyadic wavelet transform for fusion. During some 
research, people found that the wavelet only can express point singularities very well. In 
2 dimensional or higher dimensional signal, because of limited directional of filter 
banks, the wavelet is unsuitable to express the signal information. To this end, several 
theoretical papers have called attention to the benefits of beyond wavelets. 
Curvelet [52], as a new multiscale analysis method in beyond wavelets, which is an 
extension and latest development of Wavelet and Ridgelet, is a kind of multiscale, 
multi-directional and anisotropic transform. This paper proposes curvelet transform in 
sonar image denoising, enhance the sonar image’s global contrast in the low frequency 
sub-bands, and enhance the details of image at each scale in the high frequency. After 
that, an intensity-based curvelet transform fusion method is proposed. 
2.2 Sonar Image Pre-processing 
 
In this section, we will briefly recall the theory of ridgelet and curvelet transforms, 
which is used in this thesis [42, 54].  
Definition: let :  satisfy the following condition, 
                        (2.1) 
ψ RR →
.
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ξψ
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where is called an Admissible Neural Activation Function (ANAF). We will suppose 
that  is normalized so that .  
For each a>0. b∈R and θ ∈ [0, 2π] ridgelet basis functions are defined by 
            (2.2) 
We can see that ridgelet function is a constant in the direction of line:
. In the vertical direction of the line, it is a wavelet function. Given 
an integrable bivariate function f (x1, x2), we define its ridgelet coefficients (i.e. 
Continuous Ridgelet Transform) by, 
         (2.3) 
Then the exact reconstruction formula is 
            (2.4) 
where a and b are selected for the functions which are both integrable and square 
integrable. A basic tool for calculating ridgelet coefficients is to view ridgelet analysis 
as a form of wavelet analysis in the Radon domain. The Radon transform for function f 
(x1, x2) is given by, 
    (2.5) 
where  is the Dirac function. The ridgelet coefficients CRTf (a,b,θ) of function f 
(x1,x2) are given by analysis of the Radon transform by 
∫
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Hence, we clearly see that the ridgelet transform is precisely the application of 
one-dimensional wavelet transform to the slices of the Radon transform where the 
angular variable θ is constant and t is varying. Through discrete Radon transform, we 
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can turn an array of n×n to that of n×2n. And then one-dimensional wavelet transform is 
done, and 2n×2n array discrete ridgelet transform is gotten [54]. The flowchart of 
ridgelet transform is presented in Figure 4-1. 
 
Figure 2-1: Curvelet transform flowchart. 
 
Curvelet transform [53, 54] provides a sparse expression for image smoothing and 
edge section at the same time. Unlike the results in wavelet transform, the coefficient of 
the edge can be concentrated. Let Qs be the collection of all dyadic squares of scale s 
and it can be defined by 
                    (2.7) 1 1 2 2
1 1, ,
2 2 2 2s s s s s
k k k kQ + +   = ×      
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where k1, k2∈Z. For , let wQ be a window near to Q, obtained by dilation and 
translation of a single w, and is satisfied 
                       (2.8) 
After that, we have the reconstruction formula as 
                            
 
=
               
 
               (2.9) 
We now briefly report the 2D Fast Discrete Curvelet Transform (2D FDCT) [55] as a 
soft thresholding sonar image denoising method in this paper. 2D FDCT via wrapping is 
simpler, faster, and less redundant. The 2D FDCT is expressed as 
               (2.10) 
where f [t1,t2] is an input of Cartesian arrays with t1≥0, t2<n. cD(j,l,k) are curvelet 
coefficients and are Riesz representers. l =0, 1, ... 2j, k =(k1,k2), k1,k2∈Z is a 
translation parameter. j = 0, 1, 2,... is a scale parameter. 
Since the 2D FDCT is not normpreserving, the variance of each curvelet coefficient 
depends on its index, Let C denote the 2D FDCT matrix and curvelet transform an 
image with noise distribution given by N(0,1), then the outcome has noise distribution 
given by N(0, CC*). After that, use the Monte-Carlo simulation method to estimate the 
noise variance of each curvelet index. Suppose an image I with standard with noise, 
N(0,1) is discrete curvelet transform. The variance, is estimated where λ indicates its 
index. The denoising algorithm by soft thresholding the curvelet coefficients c with 
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                    (2.11) 
where σ is estimation of the standard deviation of the noise of image I and k is subband 
dependent value, estimated by denoising few know images and letting k variate. 
Because of the curvelet transform is well-adapted to represent images containing 
edges, it is good candidate for edge enhancement [56]. In Ref. [56], a non-liner image 
contrast enhancement method was proposed, which is based on modify the curvelet 
coefficients. This method needed c, p, s, and m, four parameters to determine Starck 
operator. It requires repeated adjustment parameters in practice experience. In this 
chapter, we introduce a new enhancement method. The curvelet coefficients at scale j 
and location l are multiplied by y, where y is defined by: 
                       
                 (2.12) 
                         
where, the threshold . Gain factor , which can be adapted 
by c. This method only uses one parameter to determine the coefficients c. 
2.3 Local Energy Fusion 
 
2.3.1 Energy of Image 
 
As we all know, after Fourier Transform into the frequency domain, there are high 
frequency and low frequency of sub-bands. Most of the energy of image concentrated in 
low frequency coefficients. It is greatest impact the image quality. So, how to choose the 
low frequency coefficients is the key to improve the image quality.  
  All kinds of beyond wavelet transforms are based on the geometric features of image 
analysis method, to achieve multi-scale and multi-directional image decomposition. 
This is suitable for the line singular analysis. But because these transforms contain 
down sampling, it is not translation invariance, leading to pseudo-Gibbs effects. In other 
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side, as the incomplete of the multi-scale decomposition, some details of the image are 
still remaining in the low frequency components. This phenomenon is obviously when 
the decomposition levels are less. Because of this, someone suggested that use 
edge-based fusion method in low frequency. Using 3 directional filtering operator, 
extract the edge information with spatial filters for low frequency. And then take a larger 
value of edge information as the fusion criterion in order to better extract the low 
frequency components in the direction of the information. 
  This thesis uses the average edge energy as a measurement for the edge region, using 
the edge of the criteria to select the maximum energy. Because of human visual 
perception characteristics of locality, the decision of fusion should consider the 
neighborhood.   
2.3.2 Principle of Local Energy 
 
First of all, we have an image with the size of N×N. Using a widow to deal with it, the 
size of the window is 3×3, as shown in Figure 2-2 [55]. 
 
Figure 2-2: Maximum Energy in 3×3 window. 
 
We set the pixel is (x-1,y-1), (x,y-1), (x+1,y-1), (x-1,y), (x, y), (x+1,y), (x+1,y+1), 
(x-1,y+1), (x,y+1), 9 pixels. The red part is (x,y). After that, we through Local energy, 
and get the energy of each pixels, E(x-1,y-1), E(x,y-1), E(x+1,y-1), E(x-1,y), E(x,y), 
E(x+1,y), E(x+1,y+1), E(x-1,y+1), E(x,y+1). 
  Then, we calculate the max energy by, 
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output = max{ E(x-1,y-1), E(x,y-1), E(x+1,y-1), E(x-1,y), E(x,y), E(x+1,y), E(x+1,y+1), 
E(x-1,y+1), E(x,y+1)}. 
And the window move ahead as the Figure 2-3. 
 
Figure 2-3: Selected maximum energy in two images. 
 
We get E’(x-1,y-1), E’(x,y-1), E’(x+1,y-1), E’(x-1,y), E’(x,y), E’(x+1,y), E’(x+1,y+1), 
E’(x-1,y+1), E’(x,y+1) 
here,  
E’(x-1,y-1)= E(x-1,y), 
E’(x,y-1)=E(x,y), 
E’(x+1,y-1)=E(x+1,y), 
E’(x-1,y)=E(x,y), 
E’(x,y)=E(x+1,y), 
E’(x,y+1)=E(x+1,y+1). 
If the max energy is one of E’(x+1,y+1), E’(x-1,y+1), E’(x,y+1), then output the 
value. Otherwise, output the max energy is one of E’(x-1,y-1), E’(x,y-1), E’(x+1,y-1), 
E’(x-1,y), E’(x,y), E’(x+1,y). Until search all pixels of the image. 
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2.3.3 Maximum Local Energy 
Back to review the sonar camera imagery principle, the sonar or acoustic camera emits 
acoustic beams and returns two sets of data, the intensity of the return from a point, and 
the distance from the camera. Based on intensity (or energy) of receiver and imaging 
principle, the intensity-distance information can be imaged as gray level image. 
Consider the energy distribution of the gray image. This thesis takes the maximum 
local energy (MLE) [57] as a measurement to fuse MES and SSS sonar images. In image 
multiscale analysis, due to the incompleteness of multi-scale decomposition, image 
details are still retained in the low frequency. Therefore, people proposed edge filters to 
get a good result. But because of the edge filter coefficients distribute as non-Gaussian 
distribution. Consequence, combine with local energy, can solve this problem very well. 
Select the maximum energy of two images as output. Due to the partial human visual 
perception characteristics and the relationship of decomposition about local correlation 
coefficients, the statistical characteristics of neighbor should be considered. Therefore, 
the statistic algorithm is based on the 3×3 sliding window [42]. The algorithm is 
described as follows: 
               (2.13) 
where p is the local filtering operator. M, N is the scope of local window. ξ∈A or B (A, 
B is the window for scanning two images). is low frequency coefficients. 
Maximum  Local  Curvelet  Energy is 
              (2.14) 
where E1,E2,…, EK-1 and EK are the filter operators in K different directions. l is the scale 
layer.  
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          (2.15) 
LCEξ(i,j) reflects the intensity information of horizontal, vertical and diagonal direction.  
The principle of the Maximum Local Energy (MLE) method can be elaborated by 
Figure 2-4. The scale J matrix in curvelet transform domain, use Eq. (2.14) to convert 
the coefficients values to energy values. A sliding matrix or window, with 3 directions, 
is scanning through the energy matrix, and output the maximum coefficient as the fused 
coefficients [42]. 
 
 
Figure 2-4:  The principle of Maximum Local Energy rule. 
 
Suppose IAl,k(i,j), IBl,k(i,j) and IFl,k(i,j) denote the coefficients of source images and 
fused images. It is well represent the image details information. Define the average local 
energy of image A and B is 
               (2.16) 
The Correlation Coefficient (CC) of the two source image is RAB. Suppose the 
Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of ALCEAB is α, which is calculated by the 
proportion of edge pixels. If RAB<α, the low coefficient clow as output. Otherwise output 
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the weighted coefficient wclow+(1-w)chigh. The weighting factor w is set by hand. For the 
high frequency coefficients, we take the absolute maximum method. 
2.4 Experiments and Discussions 
 
The following data are obtained from the offshore of the East China Sea. MES and SSS 
sonar systems are both used. Figure 2-5(a) is the intensity-based seafloor terrain 
obtained by MES, and Figure 2-5(b) is the same area intensity-based terrain obtained by 
SSS. The maximal depth is 100.8 meter, and the minimal depth is 27.3 meter. The data 
have been preprocessing. Figure 2-6(a) is the curvelet transform-based MES image 
denoising and Figure 2-6(b) is the curvelet transform-based SSS image denoising. 
Figure 2-7(a) is the curvelet transform-based MES image contrast enhancement, and 
Figure 2-7(b) is the curvelet transform-based SSS image contrast enhancement.  The 
PSNR of MES and SSS is 38.697 dB, 40.6898 dB, respectively. From this figure, the 
edge details are more clearly. Figure 2-8 reports the comparison of wavelet 
transform-based fusion and curvelet transform-base fusion. Except of the visual analysis, 
we also compare the results by some mathematical indexes. The quantitative analysis 
result is shown in Table 2-1. We use the evaluation functions in [58, 59] to measure the 
results. From Table 2-1, we also confirm that the curvelet transform based fusion 
method is obviously better than wavelet transform based fusion method. 
The quality assessment of fused images is a difficult task. Fidelity assessment to the 
reference requires computation of several indexes. These indexes are on spectral 
consistency, spatial consistency or on the both together. We did some quantitative 
analysis, mainly from the perspective of mathematical statistics aspect and the image's 
statistical parameters are calculated, which include Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), 
mean squared error (MSE), fusion quality index (Q), weighted fusion quality index (QW), 
edge-dependent fusion quality index (QE) [57].  
Let xi and yi be the i-th pixel in the original image x and the distorted image y, 
respectively. The MSE and PSNR between the two images are given by 
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The authors in [60] used a sliding window, from the top-left of the two images A, B. 
The sliding window is with a fixed size. For each window w, the local quality index 
Q0(A, B| w) is computed for the values A(i, j) and B(i, j), where pixels (i, j) lies in the 
sliding window w. 
∑
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where W is the family of all windows and |W| is the cardinality of W. In practice, the Q0 
index also defined as 
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where, σAB denotes the covariance between A and B, A
－
 and B
－
 are the means, σ2A and σ2B 
are the variances of A and B, respectively. 
 Piella et al. [60] redefined the useful quality index Q0 as Q(A, B, F) for image fusion 
assessment. Here A, B are two input images and F is the fused image. They denoted by 
s(A|w) some saliency of image A in window w. This index may depend on contrast, 
sharpness, or entropy. The local weight λ(w) is defined as 
 )|()|(
)|()(
wBswAs
wAsw
+
=λ                (2.21) 
where s(A|w) and s(B|w) are the local saliencies of input images A and B, λ∈[0,1]. The 
fusion quality index Q (A,B.F) as 
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They also defined the overall saliency of a window as C(w)=max(s(A|w),s(B|w)). The 
weighted fusion quality index is then defined as 
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where c(w) = C(w)/( ∑
∈Ww
wC
'
)'( ). Using edge images A’, B’, F’ inside of original images A, 
B, and F, and combine QW(A, B, F) and QW(A’,B’,F’) into an edge-dependent fusion 
quality index by 
α)',','(),,(),,( FBAQFBAQFBAQ WWE ⋅=          (2.24) 
where α is a parameter that expresses the contribution of the edge images compared to 
the original images. 
 
    
(a)              (b) 
Figure 2-5: Intensity-based images. (a) MES intensity sonar image. (b) SSS intensity 
sonar image. 
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(a)                      (b) 
Figure 2-6: Curvelet-based image denoising. (a) MES sonar image denoising. (b) SSS 
sonar image denoising. 
 
   
(a)                      (b) 
Figure 2-7: Curvelet-based image contrast enhancement. (a) MES sonar image 
enhancement. (b) SSS sonar image enhancement. 
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(a)                      (b) 
Figure 2-8: The fused images of MES and SSS. (a) wavelet transform-based fusion. (b) 
curvelet transform-based fusion. 
 
Table 2-1: Fusion quality assessment of MES and SSS sonar intensity images. 
 Wavelet Transform Curvelet Transform 
PSNR [dB] 28.697 30.699 
Q 0.8797 0.9012 
QW 0.9565 0.9697 
QE 0.8399 0.9012 
 
2.5 Conclusion 
 
This Chapter proposed a method that combines the multi-beam water depth data (MES) 
and side-scan image (SSS) information, based on curvelet transform. It is firstly 
considered the maximum local energy method and curvelet transform for MES and SSS 
sensor image fusion. During the results using human visual system (HVS) and some 
well-defined mathematical frameworks, the proposed methods have perfect 
preformation on solving sonar data. The methods can be used not only in the flat 
seafloor that has different intensities, but also in the isotropy seabed that has an uneven 
terrain. 
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Chapter 3 
 
Laser Images Denoising 
 
Underwater vision or visualization is an important task for ocean engineering. Different 
from common images, underwater laser images are usually suffered from poor visibility 
because of the medium scattering and color distortion. Firstly, underwater imaging is 
very difficult, mostly because of the attenuation, which is caused by light that is 
reflected from a surface and is deflected and scattered by particles, and absorption 
substantially reduces the light energy [109]. In contrast to common photographs, 
underwater optical images suffer from poor visibility owing to the medium, which 
causes scattering, color distortion, and absorption. Large suspended particles cause 
scattering similar to the scattering of light in fog or turbid water that contain many 
suspended particles. Color distortion occurs because different wavelengths are 
attenuated to different degrees in water; consequently, images of ambient underwater 
environments are dominated by a bluish tone, because higher wavelengths are 
attenuated more quickly. Absorption of light in water substantially reduces its intensity. 
The random attenuation of light causes a hazy appearance as the light backscattered by 
water along the line of sight considerably degrades image contrast. In particular, objects 
at a distance of more than 10 meters from the observation point are almost 
indistinguishable because colors are faded as characteristic wavelengths are filtered 
according to the distance traveled by light in water [104]. 
  In fact, the above drawbacks can be solved by image denoising methods in some 
degree. The image denoising process is one of the important approaches in image 
quality retrieval. Generally, the image denoising methods are roughly divided in two 
parts: spatial domain methods and transform domain methods. Spatial domain denoising 
is with the classical assumption, that is, the input noisy images are piecewise constant, 
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and the neighbor pixels are highly correlated. So, the spatial domain denoising is to 
filter the nearby pixels. The state-of-the-art methods are Gaussian Smoothing, Local 
Adaptive Smoothing, and Bilateral Filtering et al. On the other hand, the transform 
domain methods transfer the image from the spatial domain into a different domain (e.g., 
frequency domain, wavelet domain, ridgelet domain) and suppress noise in the 
transform domain. Transform domain denoising methods generally include Wiener 
Filtering, Shape-adaptive Discrete Cosine Transform Denoising, Wavelet Transform 
Denoising et al. In this chapter, we have no intention to provide a survey of 
the-state-of-the-art methods. Instead, we intend to concentrate a new approach on the 
transform domain towards the image denoising problem. 
Some researches had addressed the development of statistical models of wavelet 
coefficients of images in recent years [61-63]. However, the major drawback for 
wavelets in two-dimensions or higher is their limitation of capturing directional 
information. To overcome this deficiency, some researchers have recently considered 
multiscale and directional representations that can capture the geometrical structures 
very well, such as, wedgelets [64], bandelets [65], curvelets [66, 67] and contourlets 
[68]. Using curvelet transform for decomposition, blocks must be overlapped together 
to avoid the boundary effect. Therefore, redundancy is higher in this implementation 
algorithm. In depth, the curvelet transform is based on ridgelet transform, which must 
use the Cartesian to polar conversion. However, the Cartesian-Polar conversion is very 
difficult in practice. Luckily, the contourlet transform is one of a “true” 
two-dimensional transform that can capture the intrinsic geometrical structure. 
Contourlet transform better represents the salient features of the image such as, edges, 
lines, curves, and contours, than wavelet transform because of its anisotropy and 
directionality [39]. 
In this Chapter, we propose a novel anisotropic multivariate shrinkage for digital 
image denoising. There are three obvious virtues of this method to solve the drawbacks 
of state-of-art methods. Firstly, contourlet transform decomposition prior to wavelet 
transform and curvelet transform by using more effective directional filter banks. 
Secondly, anisotropic multivariate shrinkage model is more consorts in considering the 
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relationship of contourlet coefficients. Thirdly, the proposed can remove non-Gaussian 
noise very well by using multivariate shrinkage method, which fully considering the 
coefficients relationship.  
3.1 Background 
 
3.1.1 Soft-thresholding Denoising 
 
We now briefly report the 2D Fast Discrete Curvelet Transform (2D FDCT) as a soft 
thresholding sonar image denoising method in this subsection. 2D FDCT via wrapping 
is simpler, faster, and less redundant [67]. The 2D FDCT is expressed as 
                   (3.1) 
where f[t1,t2] is an input of Cartesian arrays with t1≥0, t2<n. cD(j,l,k) are curvelet 
coefficients and are Riesz representers. l =0, 1, ... 2j, k =(k1,k2), k1,k2∈Z is a 
translation parameter. j = 0, 1, 2,... is a scale parameter. 
3.1.2 Generalized Spherically Contoured Exponential 
 
In Ref. [67], the authors proposed a generalized spherically contoured exponential 
(GSCE) model for natural image denoising in curvelet domain. Compare with the 
K-Sigma shrinkage method, this method has a good performance obviously. It takes 
MAP parameters estimator for estimate the 8 neighbors of the coefficient, instead of 
using the individual coefficient magnitude. The proposed probability density function 
(PDF) of the GSCE is  
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where σc is the standard deviation of the noise-free coefficients, α, β are the adaptive 
parameters. So, combine with the MAP method, the noise-free curvelet coefficient ci 
was estimated by 
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where, ||y|| is the neighbor coefficients, σn is the noise variance, and σ is the noise image 
variance.  
   Obviously, the above mentioned shrinkage function is an incomplete one. It does not 
consider the relationship of the coefficient and its parent value. In many cases, the 
probability density of sparse decomposition is obeying non-Gaussion distribution; the 
authors do not consider it. Furthermore, in our previous work, we found that the 
curvelet transform use the slant stack method for Cartesian-to-Polar conversion, which 
makes higher computation redundancy. Contourlet transform uses the piecewise 
quadratic continuous curve, which has different scales and multi directions, to gain the 
image coefficients. So, the contourlet decomposition is prior than curvelet transform. In 
next section, we propose a non-Gaussian multivariate shrinkage method for image 
denoising based on contourlet transform. 
3.2 Bayesian Contourlet Estimator of BKF 
 
In this section, we propose a new model for non-Gaussian image denoising, which 
based on Bayesian MAP estimator rule.  
Let g equally spaced samples of a real-valued image. n is i.i.d. normal random 
variables. The image with noise x can be expressed as 
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Figure 3-1:  Contourlet coefficient relationships in different scales. 
 
ngx +=                               (3.4) 
In the contourlet domain, the problem can be formulated as 
nsy +=                                (3.5) 
where  y = (y1, y2, ..., yM) is the noise contourlet coefficient, s = (s1, s2, ..., sM) is the 
true coefficient, and n = (n1, n2, ..., nM) is the independent noise. The standard MAP 
estimator for (3.5) is 
|ˆ( ) arg max ( | )p= s yss y s y .                       (3.6) 
Using the Bayes rule, the Eq.(3.6) is equivalent to  
ˆ( ) arg max[ ( | ) ( )]
arg max ( ) ( )
p p
p p
=
= −
y|s ss
n ss
s y y s s
y s s .                   (3.7) 
The Eq.(3.7) is equivalent to 
ˆ( ) arg max[log( ( )) log( ( ))]p p= − +n sss y y s s             (3.8) 
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The spherically-contoured zero-mean d-dimensional BKF density is 
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where, K1-p(u) is the modified Bessel function. c and p are the scale parameter and shape 
parameter. Γ is the generalized incomplete Gamma function. Here, we propose a simple 
non-Gaussian multivariate PDF to model the noise-free coefficients, considering the 
relationship between coefficients, neighbors; cousins and parent (see Figure 3-1). The 
input image decomposed by multiscale filters and directional filters. Then, to coarser 
scale and finer scale, we consider the relationships of the reference coefficients like 
Figure 3-1. The noise-free coefficient is obtained by 
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with j factor in both the numerator and denominator of the fraction. σn is the standard 
deviation of the noise coefficients. In Ref. [67], the variables 
y=sqrt(||yi||2+||yi[p]||2+||yi[c]||2), yi and yi[p] are dependent to each other, but the 
neighbors and cousins are independent to parent. Let us use the MAP estimator for this 
model. Maximizing the Eq. (3.8) for each component, we can get 
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d
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s                    (3.11) 
where, i∈[1,d]. By the way, the property of the modified Bessel function of the second 
kind Kλ(u) is 
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Then, the second term of Eq. (3.11) can be computed as 
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Though the above Eqs., the MAP estimator can be formulated using Eq.(3.10) and 
Eq.(3.12), it gives 
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Then, we approximate the ||s
^
|| as ||y||. The multivariate shrinkage function can be 
written as 
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where σn=Median(yi)/0.6748, p=3/(Kurt(X)-3), c=Var(X)/p. X is the HH subband. 
Var(X) and Kurt(X) are the variance and kurtosis.  
The entire flowchart of our processing is: First, the input noisy image is decomposed 
to contourlet subbands. To local neighborhood pixels (e.g., parent, cousins and 
neighbors) are estimated by BKF-Baysian estimation rule. Then, the new coefficient of 
reference pixel is gotten. Through the contourlet transform reconstruction, we get the 
“clean” contourlet subbands. Finally, the denoised image is acquired.  
3.3 Quality Metrics 
 
Let xi and yi be the i-th pixel in the original image x and the distorted image y, 
respectively. The MSE and PSNR between the two images are given by [57], 
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In Ref. [57, 69], a multi-scale SSIM method for image quality assessment is proposed. 
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Input to signal A and B, let μA, σA and σAB respectively as the mean of A, the variance of 
A, the covariance of A and B. The parameters of relative importance α, β, γ are equal to 
1. The SSIM is given as follow: 
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3.4 Experiments and Discussions 
 
In this section, we show some examples of image denoising using the proposed models 
described in the previous section. We use the Windows XP, Intel Core Duo2, 2.0GHz, 1 
GB RAM memory computer for computing. In the next three sets image denoising 
experiments, we compare with the proposed method to the-state-of-the-art methods in 
details. 
The proposed denoising method is applied on underwater laser images, and outdoor 
image processing in practice. The results are shown in Figure 3-2. The test image is 
gotten by [70]. This gated image token by range gated underwater camera “TURN LLC 
2003” at 7.0 meter distance. We test 100 LLS images, the average PSNR is nearly 2dB 
improved than the state-of-the-art models (see Table 3-1). 
 
 
    
(a)                         (b) 
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(c)                          (d) 
    
                     (e)                          (f) 
Figure 3-2: Denoised images from the LLS dataset. (a) Original noisy image. (b) 
Wavelet hard thresholding. (c) BLS-GSM. (d) Curvelet K-sigma. (e) ContourletHMT. 
(f) denoised with the proposed method. 
 
Figure 3-3: After denoising PSNR values of different methods in 100 samples, 
PSNR(K-Sigma1)=25.28 dB, PSNR(K-Sigma2)=26.16 dB, PSNR(BLS-GSM)=30.01 
dB, PSNR(GSCE)=28.89 dB, PSNR(ContourletHMT)=23.28 dB, 
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PSNR(Proposed)=31.36 dB. 
In Figure 3-3, we test 100 LLS images, the average PSNR is nearly 2dB improved 
than the state-of-the-art models. 
 
TABLE 3-1:  PSNR and SSIM values of denoised images for LLS image with different 
methods 
Method PSNR [dB] SSIM 
Wavelet Hard thresholding 18.69 0.6485 
BLS-GSM 37.28 0.8832 
Curvelet K-sigma 36.36 0.9097 
Curvelet GSCE 35.82 0.8963 
ContourletHMT 32.12 0.8839 
The proposed 36.74 0.9167 
 
 
 
From the above analysis, we can find that our proposed method performs well than 
the other methods both in visual assessment and qualities analysis. Actually, the 
underwater viewing system can acquire clearer image by using other image processing 
approaches, such as image enhancement, image fusion [71], and underwater image 
dehazing [72]. 
3.5 Conclusion 
 
This Chapter presents an effective and useful non-Gaussian multivariate shrinkage 
(NGMS) model for image denoising, which is based on the MAP estimation and the 
contourlet transform. We fully consider the dependencies between the center coefficient 
and its parent, cousins, neighbors in the NGMS model. In order to show the 
effectiveness of the NGMS estimator, three set examples are presented and compared 
with them in human visual system (HVS) and some well-defined mathematical 
frameworks. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed NGMS method 
outperforms the state-of-the-art methods. 
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Chapter 4 
 
Optical Image Dehazing 
 
4.1 Background 
 
Ocean exploration of the seafloor is used for various scientific reasons, for example, 
assessing the biological environment, mineral exploration, and taking population census. 
The problem of mitigating sea mines is challenging and difficult. Ocean mines may be 
located on the seabed, in the water column, or on the sea surface [73]. Recently, two 
deficiencies in mine counter measures are mentioned by researchers. First, the problem 
of mine hunting is one of the most important and difficult problems. Second, the key 
technologies for mine and mine-like objects recognition are not solving very well. To 
this end, in recent decades, most unmanned systems were developed for supporting 
underwater mining. The goal to develop an automation device for underwater mine 
detection is automatically determine the mine location and recognize the mine-like 
objects instead of the human. There are two stages of mine hunting operations. One is 
search-classify-map (SCM), which is intended to locate all sufficiently mine-like 
objects in a given operational area. The other is reacquire-and-identify (RI), which is to 
distinguish the mines or non-mines and prosecutes them accordingly. 
Under recent concept of operations, automatics underwater vehicles (AUVs) based 
systems hosting low-frequency sonars are first used to search-classify-map relatively 
large areas at a high search rate. Abundant sonar systems were developed in the last two 
decades, such as side-looking sonar [74], volumetric sonar [75], and EO [76]. SCM is 
fast but not exactly determine the mines. So, the Reacquire-and-Identify are used to test 
and verify final classification by reacquiring the target, at a close range, with magnetic, 
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acoustic or electro-optic sensors. This paper will concentrate solely on the optical 
imaging sensors onboard the underwater mining system. 
Although the underwater objects detection technology makes a great progress, the 
recognition of underwater objects also remains a major issue in recent days. Challenges 
associated with obtaining visibility of objects have been difficult to overcome due to the 
physical properties of the medium. Different from the natural images, because of the 
medium scattering and light distortion, underwater images suffer from poor visibility. 
The main issues for underwater imaging are that, first of all, capturing images 
underwater is difficult, mostly due to attenuation caused by light that is reflected from a 
surface and is deflected and scattered by particles, and absorption substantially reduces 
the light energy. Another reason is that the random attenuation of the light caused the 
haze appearance while the fraction of the light scattered back from the water along with 
the sight considerable degrades the scene contrast. In particular, the objects at a distance 
of more than 10 meters are almost indistinguishable with the colors are faded due to the 
characteristic wavelengths are cut according to the water depth [105]. Furthermore, as 
the artificial light is employed, there usually leave a distinctive footprint of the light 
beam on the seafloor. 
Luckily, there have been many techniques to restore and enhance the underwater 
images [105]. Y.Y. Schechner et al [77] exploited the polarization dehazing method to 
compensate for visibility degradation. Ancuti et al [78] used image fusion method in 
turbid medium for reconstruct a clear image, and combining point spread function and a 
modulation transfer function to reduce the blurring effect by Hou et al [79]. B. Ouyang 
et al [70] proposed a bilateral filtering based image deconvolution method. Although the 
aforementioned approaches can enhance the image contrast, these methods have 
demonstrated several drawbacks that reduce their practical applicability. First, the 
equipment of imaging is difficult in practice (e.g. range-gated laser imaging system, 
which is hardly applied in practice). Second, multiple input images are required, which 
is difficult to capture by hardware. Third, they cannot solve the color distortion very 
well [105]. 
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In this Chapter, we introduce a novel approach that is able to enhance underwater 
images based on single image to overcome the drawbacks of the above methods. We 
propose a new guided trigonometric filter instead of the matting Laplacian to solve the 
alpha mattes more efficiently. In short summary, our technical contributions are in 
threefold: first, the proposed guided trigonometric guided filter can perform as an 
edge-preserving smoothing operator like the popular bilateral filter, but has better 
behavior near the edges. Second, the novel guided filter has a fast and non-approximate 
constant-time algorithm, whose computational complexity is independent of the filtering 
kernel size. Third, the proposed αACE is effectively in underwater image enhancement 
[110]. 
4.2 Bilateral filter and trigonometric bilateral filter 
 
4.2.1 Bilateral Filter 
 
Tomasi et al. [80] proposed the bilateral filtering in 1998. The bilateral filtering smooths 
images while preserving edges, by means of a nonlinear combination of nearby image 
values. The bilateral filtering is non-iterative, local, and simple. The traditional bilateral 
filter simultaneously weights pixels based on spatial distance from the center pixel as 
well as the distance in tone. The domain filter weights pixels based on their distance 
from the center is, 
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where x and y denote pixel spatial positions. The spatial scale is set by σD, The range 
filter weights pixels based on the photometric difference, 
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where f(•) is image tonal values. The degree of tonal filter is set by σR. The bilateral 
filter can be written as 
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Note that kernels other than Gaussian kernels are not excluded. 
4.2.2 Box Filter 
 
The box image filter [81] is that each pixel in the resulting image has a value equal to 
the average value of its neighboring pixels in the source image. It is a form of low-pass 
filter and is a convolution. Due to its property of using equal weights, it can be 
implemented using a much simpler accumulation algorithm which is significantly faster 
than using a sliding window algorithm. 
In the frequency domain, the box filter has zeros and negative components. That is, a 
sine wave in a period equal to the size of the box which will be blurred away entirely 
and wavelengths shorter than the size of the box may be phase reversed, as seen when 
two bokeh circles touch to form a bright spot where there would be a dark spot between 
two bright spots in the original image. 
4.2.3 Trigonometric Bilateral Filter 
 
The computational complex of traditional bilateral filters with O(N2), we apply an 
exact bilateral filter whose computational complexity is linear in both input size and 
dimensionality. This trigonometric bilateral filter is O(1). It is more efficient than the 
state-of-the-art bilateral filtering methods [82]. 
The standard Gaussian bilateral filter is given by 
1( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( )
( ) s r
f x G y G f x y f x f x y dy
x σ ση Ω
= − − −∫           (4.4) 
where 
( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))
s r
x G y G f x y f x dyσ ση Ω= − −∫                         
where 
s
Gσ  is the Gaussian spatial kernel and rGσ  is the one-dimensional Gaussian 
range kernel. η is the normalization coefficient. 
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Assuming the intensity values f(x) to be restricted to the interval [-T, T]. 
r
Gσ  is 
approximate by raised cosine kernels. This is motivated by observation that, for all -T≦
s≦T, 
( ) ( )2 222lim cos exp
N
s s
NN
γ γ
ρ→∞
  = −                             (4.5) 
where γ = π/2T and ρ= γσr are used to control the variance of the target Gaussian on the 
right, and to ensure that the raised cosines on the left are non-negative and unimodal on 
[-T, T] for every N. 
The trigonometric function based bilateral filter [80] allows to express the otherwise 
non-linear transform in Eq.(4.4) as the superposition of Gaussian convolutions, applied 
on simple point-wise transforms of the image with a series of spatial filtering, 
  0 1( )( ), ( )( ),..., ( )( )r r rNF G x F G x F G xσ σ σ∗ ∗ ∗                (4.6) 
where the image stack F0(x), F1(x),…, FN(x) are obtained from point-wise transform of 
f(x). Each of these Gaussian filtering are computed using O(1) algorithm. And the 
overall algorithm has O(1) complexity. 
4.3 GTBF for Dehazing 
 
In the optical model, the acquired image can be modeled as being composed of two 
components. One is the direct transmission of light from the object, and the other is the 
transmission due to scattering by the particles of the medium (e.g. airlight) [96,109]. 
Mathematically, it can be written as, 
AttJI xxxx ))(1()()()( −+=                    (4.7) 
where I is the achieved image. J is the scene radiance or haze-free image, t is the 
transmission along the cone of vision, and t(x) = )(xde β− , β is the attenuation coefficient of 
the medium, d(x) is the distance between the camera and the object, A is the veiling 
color constant and x = (x, y) is a pixel. The optical model assumes linear correlation 
between the reflected light and the distance between the object and observer. 
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Light propagation model is slightly different underwater environment. In the 
underwater optical imaging model, absorption plays an important role in image 
degrading. Furthermore, unlike scattering, the absorption coefficient is different for each 
colour channel, being the highest for red and lowest for blue in seawater. These leads to 
achieve the following simplified hazy image formation model:  
AeeJI xx dd sasxx )1()()( )()()( βββ −+− −+=                (4.8) 
where βs is the scattering coefficient and βa is the absorption coefficient of light. 
The effects of haze are highly correlated with the range of the underwater scene. In 
this paper, we simplify the situation as at a certain water depth, the transmission t is 
defined only by the distance between camera and scene (see Figure 4-1). 
 
 
Figure 4-1:  Underwater optical imaging haze model. 
 
According to recent researches, we found that the red color channel is attenuated at a 
much higher rate than the green or blue channel. We further assume that the 
transmission in the water is constant. We denote the patch’s transmission as . Take 
the maximum intensity of the red color channel to compare with the maximum intensity 
of the green and blue color channels. We define the dark channel Jdark(x) for the 
)(~ xt
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underwater image J(x) as, 
{ , , } ( )
( ) min ( min ( ))dark cc r g b y xJ x J x∈ ∈Ω=                        (4.9) 
where Jc(x) refers to a pixel x in color channel c {r} in the observed image, and Ω 
refers to a patch in the image. The dark channel is mainly caused by three factors, 
shadows, colorful objects or surfaces and dark objects or surfaces. 
Here, take the min operation in the local patch on the haze imaging function (4.9), we 
assume the transmission as, 
( )
min( ( )) ( ) min ( ( )) (1 ( ))c c c cy xI x t x J x t x A∈Ω= + −
              (4.10) 
Since Ac is the homogeneous background light and the above equation and the above 
equation perform one more min operation among all three color channels as follows: 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )min min ( ) ( ) min( min ( )) (1 ( ))c ccc y x c y x
c c
I x J xt x t x
A A∈Ω ∈Ω
= + −           (4.11) 
As Ref. [83], let us set V(x) = Ac(1-t(x)) as the transmission veil, W = minc(Ic(x)) is 
the min color components of I(x). We have 0≦V(x) ≦W(x). For grayscale image, W = I. 
Utilize the guided trigonometric bilateral filter (GTBF), we compute the T(x) = 
median(x) - GTBFΩ(|W – median(x)|). And then, we can acquire the by V(x) = 
max{min[wT(x), W(x)], 0}, here w is the parameter in (0,1). Finally, the transmission of 
each patch can be written as, 
cA
xVxt )(1)(~ −=                             (4.12) 
The background Ac is usually assumed to be the pixel intensity with the highest 
brightness value in an image. However, in practice, this simple assumption often renders 
erroneous results due to the presence of self-luminous organisms. So, in this chapter, we 
compute the brightest pixel value among all local min corresponds to the background 
light Ac as follows: 
                       (4.13) 
∈
( )
max min ( )c cy xx IA I y∈Ω∈=
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where Ic(y) is the local color components of I(x) in each patch.  
4.3.1 Guided Trigonometric Bilateral Filtering 
 
In this subsection, we proposed guided trigonometric bilateral filter (GTBF) to 
overcome the gradient reversal artifacts occurring. The filtering process of GTBF is 
firstly done under the guidance of the image G that can be another or the input image I 
itself. Let Ip and Gp be the intensity value at pixel p of the minimum channel image and 
guided input image, wk be the kernel window centered at pixel k, to be consistent with 
bilateral filter. GTBF [96, 109] is then formulated by 
∑∑ ∈
∈
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where the kernel weights function )(GW
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where kµ and 2kσ are the mean and variance of guided image G in local window wk, |w| 
is the number of pixels in this window. When both Gp and Gq are concurrently on the 
same side of an edge, the weight assigned to pixel q is large. When Gp and Gq are on 
different sides, a small weight will be assigned to pixel q. In this paper, we take 
trigonometric bilateral filter to accelerate the computational complex.  
4.3.2 Recovering the Scene Radiance 
 
With the transmission depth map, we can recover the scene radiance according to Eq. 
(4.7). We restrict the transmission t(x) to a lower bound t0, which means that a small 
certain amount of haze are preserved in very dense haze regions. The final scene 
radiance J(x) is written as, 
c
cc A
tt
AIJ x
xx +−=
)),(max(
)()(
0
                      (4.16) 
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Typically, we choose t0=0.1. The recovered image may be too dark. Here, we take 
αACE for contrast enhancement in next subsection. 
We apply the αACE to correct the underwater distorted images. In this research, we set 
α =5, the polynomial t is equal to  
5.64305564j-28.94026159j3+74.52401661j5-83.54012582j7+33.39343065j9.  
Figure 4-2 shows the 9th degree approximation and approximation error. 
 
    
                   (a)                              (b) 
Figure 4-2: (a) sα and its degree approximation; (b) approximation error. 
 
4.4 Artificial Light Inhomogeneities Correction 
 
In the deep sea, we must use artificial light for imaging. However, it will cause the 
vignetting effect. In Ref.[84], K. Sooknanan et al. proposed a multi-frame vignetting 
correction model for removing the vignetting phenomenon which involves estimating 
the light source footprint on the seafloor (see Figure 4-3).  
j j 
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Figure 4-3:  Underwater imaging vignetting model. 
 
 
This artificial light correction can well done, however, it cost large time for 
computing. So, in this paper, we intend to introduce a signal frame-based vignette 
removal method [106]. Given the fact that we are interested in the overall effect of light 
attenuation through the system and not all of the image formation details, we have 
derived an effective degradation model, Z(r,θ) as follows, 
)(),(),( rVrOrZ θθ =                        (4.18) 
where Z is the image with vignetting, O is the vignetting-free image, and V is the 
vignetting function. Our goal is to find the optimal vignetting function V that minimizes 
asymmetry of the radial gradient distribution. By taking the log of Eq.(4.18), we get 
)(ln),(ln),(ln( rVrOrZ += θθ                    (4.19) 
Let Z=lnZ, O=lnO, and V=lnV. We denote the radial gradients of Z, O, and V for 
each pixel (r, θ) by RrZ(r,θ), RrO(r,θ), RrV(r,θ). Then, 
R ( , ) R ( , ) R ( , )r r rr r rθ θ θ= +
Z O V                   (4.20) 
Given an image Z with vignetting, we find a maximum a posterior (MAP) solution to 
V. Taking Bayes rule, we get, 
arg max ( | )P=
V
V V Z ∝ arg max ( | ) ( )P P
V
Z V V              (4.21) 
Considering the vignetting function at discrete, evenly sampled radii: (V(rt), rt∈Sr), 
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where Sr ={ r0 , r1 ,…, rn-1 }. Each pixel (r, θ) is associated with the sector in it resides, 
and sector width is δr. The vignetting function is in general smooth, therefore, we 
obtain, 
2"( )
( ) s tr St r
r
P e
λ
∈
− ∑=
V
V                            (4.22) 
where λs is chosen to compensate for the noise level in the image, and V”(rt) is 
approximated as 
1 1
t 2
( ) 2 ( ) ( )"( )
( )
t t tr r rr
rδ
− +− +=
V V VV                      (4.23) 
Using the sparsity prior method on the vignetting-free image O,  
α||O O)()V|Ζ( rRr eRPP
−== , α<1                   (4.24) 
Substituting Eq.(4.23) and Eq.(4.20), we have 
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The overall energy function P(Z|V)P(V) can be written as 
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∈
= − +∑ ∑Z V V             (4.26) 
Through minimize E, we can estimate the V(rt). Then, we use the IRLS technique for 
estimating the vignetting function. 
4.5 Experiments and Discussions 
 
The performance of the proposed system is evaluated both objectively and subjectively 
by utilizing ground-truth color patches. We also compare the proposed method with the 
state of the art methods. Both results demonstrate superior haze removing and color 
balancing capabilities of the proposed method over the others [109]. 
In the first experiment, we elaborate the flowchart of our system. Here, we select 
patch radius r = 8, ε = 0.2×0.2 in Windows XP, Intel Core 2 (2.0GHz) with 1 GB RAM. 
From Figure 4-4, we firstly utilize holomorphic filter to correct the non-uniform 
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illumination roughly each color channel.  Then, the DTC-wavelet transform is used to 
remove the noise. After that, through the artificial light selection policy, we directly use 
guided trigonometric bilateral filter-based dehazing method for haze or suspended solids 
removal. Finally, the underwater scene is reconstructed by αACE color correction. We 
can found that the processed image is easier to see. 
In the second experiment, we compare our method with most recent methods (such as 
Fattal, He and Xiao’s work et al). Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 have shown the comparison 
results of different methods. Figure 4-7 shows the results using different de-scattering 
methods. Schechner’s work produces blurring effects in the processed image. While 
Bazeille’s pre-processing is serious distortion. The drawback of Fattal’s method is that it 
needs to manually determine the background and foreground in the image. It is hard to 
use in practical application. Nicholas’s Graph-cut based method cost a lot of processing 
time, while the processed image is also blurred. In comparison with He’s method, our 
approach performs better, and as visible mosaic artifacts are observed in He’s approach 
owing to the use of soft matting. Some of the regions are too dark (e.g. the right corner 
of the coral reefs), and haze is not removed elsewhere (e.g. the center of the image). In 
addition, there are also some unresolved scatters around the coral reefs in Ancuti’s 
model. How to select the parameters for fusion is a hard work. Moreover, Chiang’s 
work is distorted in colors. Meanwhile, the selection of parameters is also difficult. In 
our model, we just need 2 parameters to dehazing. Its CPU processing is less than 1 
second. There are also some halos around the coral reefs in Xiao’s model [85]. Our 
approach not only works well in haze removal, but also cost little computational 
complex. We can see the refined transmission depth map to compare these methods 
clearly in Fig 4-5.  
In the third experiment, we simulate the mine detection system in the darkroom of 
our laboratory (see Figure 4-8). The distance between the mine-like objects to the 
underwater camera is 2 meters. We take the artificial light as an auxiliary light source. 
As a fixed light source, it caused uneven distribution of light. Because the light is 
absorbed in water, the imaging array of the camera captured a distorted video frame, see 
Figure 4-4 (a). Figure 4-4 (b) shows the denoised image, electrical noise and additional 
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noise are removed. After estimation, we use single frame vignetting method to remove 
artificial light. And the dehazing method is proposed to eliminate the haze in the image. 
After that, the contrast of Figure 4-4 (d) is obviously than Figure 4-4 (c). The obtained 
image is also too dark. So, αACE is used to enhancement the image. And finally, the 
sharp-based recognition method is used to distinguish the objects. 
       
(a)                           (b) 
 
    
(d)                            (e) 
 
Figure 4-4: illumination of our proposed system.(a) Captured video frame; (b) After 
Homomorphic filtering; (c) GTB Filter Dehazing; (d) After αACE Color Enhancement. 
 
This merit also can be confirmed by experiments in Figure 4-5. The size of the 
images is 397 × 264 pixels. Figure 4-5 shows the depth map of underwater fishes, and 
then estimated by HDR-VDP2-IQA index. We see that our method only contains the 
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component of amplify of contrast (blue), nearly without the exhibit reverse (red) and 
losses of contrast (green). 
 
(a) 
  
(b) 
  
(c) 
Figure 4-5: Probability of detection map of underwater fish.  (a) Fattal’s model. (b) 
He’s model. (c) Xiao’s model. (d) Our proposed model. 
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(d) 
Figure 4-5: Probability of detection map of underwater fish.  (a) Fattal’s model. (b) 
He’s model. (c) Xiao’s model. (d) Our proposed model. (Cont.) 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
  
(c) 
Figure 4-6: Enhanced underwater tank images.  (a) Fattal’s model. (b) He’s model. (c) 
Xiao’s model. (d) Our proposed model.  
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(d) 
Figure 4-6: Enhanced underwater tank images.  (a) Fattal’s model. (b) He’s model. (c) 
Xiao’s model. (d) Our proposed model. (Cont.) 
 
Table 4-1:  CPU time of dehazed images in processing Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6. 
CPU time [s] fish tank 
Fattal (2008) 17.14 14.40 
He et al(2010) 32.20 34.54 
Xiao et al (2012) 12.59 10.93 
Our proposed 6.42 6.75 
 
  Figure 4-7 shows the underwater tank image with the size of 380 × 287 pixels. We 
can see that, the Fattal’s model cannot achieve well in underwater image processing. 
The image is almost blurring. He’s model performs well, but the iron chain on the lower 
right corner of the image is hardly to see. To Xiao’s model, we can find that the image 
also contains a lot of suspended solids; the quality of image is bad. In our processed 
image, we can clearly watch the cable, iron chain et al, small objects very well. The 
processing speed of our proposed method is the fastest in the Table 4-2. That is because 
the proposed joint trilateral filter can be efficient computed with O(N). These conclude 
that our model for underwater image or video processing better than the-state-of-the-art 
models. 
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(a)                           (b) 
    
(c)                           (d) 
    
                 (e)                             (f) 
Figure 4-7:  Different models for underwater image dehazing. (a) Captured video 
frame; (b) Schechner; (c)Bazeille; (d) Fattal; (e) Nicholas; (f) He; (g) Ancuti; (h) 
Chiang; (i) Xiao; (j) GTB Filter Dehazing.  
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                 (g)                              (h) 
    
(i)                            (j) 
Figure 4-7:  Different models for underwater image dehazing. (a) Captured video 
frame; (b) Schechner; (c)Bazeille; (d) Fattal; (e) Nicholas; (f) He; (g) Ancuti; (h) 
Chiang; (i) Xiao; (j) GTB Filter Dehazing. (Cont.) 
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                (a)                                 (b) 
   
                 (c)                                 (d) 
   
                 (e)                                  (f)  
Figure 4-8: Simulations of Mine Detection in our Laboratory. (a) Captured video frame; 
(b) Denoised by Homomorphic filter and DTC-wavelet transform; (c) Vignetting 
correction; (d) GTB Filter Dehazing; (e) αACE Color Enhancement; (f) Segmentation. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
                 (d) 
Figure 4-9: (a) Original degraded image; (b) Our result of artificial light correction; (c) 
Our result of GTBF dehazing; (d) Result of histogram correction. 
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We also test our system in real underwater coral reefs scene in Figure 4-9. Compared 
with the histogram equation (HE) method, it achieved a better image. The visibility of 
overall image is much better than the HE method [86]. 
The visual assessment demonstrates that our proposed method performs well. In 
addition to the visual analysis of these figures, we conducted quantitative analysis, 
mainly from the perspective of mathematical statistics and the statistical parameters of 
the images. These include High-Dynamic Range Visual Difference Predictor2 
(HDR-VDP2) [87], and CPU time. HDR-VDP-2 is a very recent metric that uses a fairly 
advanced model of human perception to predict both visibility of artefacts and overall 
quality in images. The Q-MOS value is between 0 (best) to 100 (worst). Table 4-1 
displays the Q-MOS of the pixels that have been filtered by applying HDR-VDP2-IQA, 
CPU computing time measure on several images. 
 
Table 4-2: Quantitative Analysis 
Methods Indexes HDR-VDP2-IQA (%) Q-MOS CPU time [s] 
Fattal 1.8(Ampl.),16.7(Loss) 91.9044 20.05 
He et al. 5.9(Ampl.),24.3(Loss) 65.1439 30.85 
Xiao et al. 10.6(Ampl.),30.8(Loss) 54.5730 14.64 
Our 35.4(Ampl.),1.8(Loss) 44.2046 4.42 
 
4.6 Conclusion 
 
This work has shown that it is possible to enhance degraded video sequences from 
seabed surveys using the image processing ideas. The proposed algorithm is automatic 
and requires little parameters adjustment. Total computing time of our system is about 1 
minute. This algorithm is fast and can be improved with a translation C language and 
FPGA platform. We proposed a simple prior based on the difference in attenuation 
among the different color channels, which inspire us to estimate the transmission map. 
Another contribution is to compensate the transmission by guided trigonometric 
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bilateral filters, which not only has the benefits of edge-preserving and noise removing, 
but also speed up the computational cost.   
Meanwhile, the proposed αACE-based underwater image colorization method can 
colorful the underwater distorted images well than the state-of-the-art methods, also 
with little computation time. The artificial light correction method can eliminate the 
non-uniform illumination very well, and faster than the multiframe based vignetting 
correction methods. 
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Chapter 5  
 
Shallow Water De-scattering 
5.1 Background 
 
With the development of autonomous underwater vehicles are usually used for 
underwater objects exploration. However, the recognition rate of underwater objects 
remains a major issue. For example, in order to immediately confirm the Fukushima 
Daiichi Nuclear Power Station, which was severely damaged during the Great East 
Japan Earthquake of March 11, 2011, the scientists remotely controlled the Disaster 
Recovery Support Robots (DRSR) for monitoring from safe areas [88-90, 98]. Although 
the underwater camera of DRSR took the videos for human decision, the video frame 
quality is poor (see Figure 5-1). To this end, take a suitable underwater image 
processing methods is important. 
Contrast to common natural image, underwater optical image suffers from poor 
visibility by the medium degrading, which causing mainly scatters and color distortion. 
Large suspended particles cause scattering, just like in fog or turbid water that contains 
abundant particles. Encounter different degrees of attenuation in the water, color is 
distorted at different wavelengths, which causing ambient underwater environments to 
be dominated by a bluish tone. 
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                    (a)                          (b) 
Figure 5-1:  Views of situation in spent fuel pool at No.3 nuclear reactor of Fukushima 
Daiichi Nuclear Power Station. (a) Rubble near the water surface. (b) Part view of the 
fuel switch. (Courtesy by Tokyo Electric Power Company, Japan) 
 
In addition, absorption greatly reduces the light energy. The random attenuation of 
sunlight primarily causes a hazy appearance, while the fraction of light scattered 
feedback from the water along with the line of sight considerably degrades the image 
contrast. In particular, objects at a distance of more than 10 meters are almost 
indistinguishable, because the colors are faded owing to the characteristic wavelengths 
that are filtered according to the water depth. Moreover, a distinctive footprint of the 
light beam is left on the seafloor when an artificial light source is employed [78]. 
Many researchers have developed techniques to restore and enhance underwater 
images. Y.Y. Schechner et al. exploited a polarization filter to compensate for visibility 
degradation [91], while Bazeille et al. proposed an image pre-processing pipeline for 
enhancing the turbidly underwater images [92]. Fattal designed a graphic theory based 
independent component analysis model to estimate the synthetic transmission and 
shading to recover the clean image [93]. He et al. estimated the dark prior channel 
through the images laws of nature, then used soft matting to refine the depth map and 
got the final clearly image. Nicholas et al. improved the dark prior channel, and took the 
graph-cut method instead of soft matting to refine the depth map [94]. Hou et al. 
combined a point spread function and modulation transfer function to reduce the effects 
of blurring [79]. Ouyang proposed bilateral filtering based on an image deconvolution 
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method [70]. Ancuti et al. used an exposed fusion method in a turbid medium to 
reconstruct a clear image [78]. Chiang et al considered the wavelength effects on 
underwater imaging, and the reconstructed image is obtained by dark prior channel 
model [72]. Although the aforementioned approaches can enhance the image contrast, 
these methods have demonstrated several drawbacks that reduce their practical 
applicability. First, the equipment for imaging is difficult to use in practice (e.g., a 
range-gated laser imaging system, which is rarely applied in practice). Second, multiple 
input images are required. Third, the dark prior channel may not suitable for underwater 
images. Fourth, manual operation is needed in processing, which leads to lack of 
intelligence [105]. 
Instead of multiple input images, we concerned the enhancement methods using a 
single image as input. Fattal estimated the scene radiance and derived the transmission 
image with a single image. However, this method cannot sufficiently process images 
with heavy haze. It also needs manual operation, which limits the application scope. He 
et al. analyzed abundant natural sky images, found that it contains a dark channel in 
color images, and proposed a scene depth information-based dark channel prior 
dehazing algorithm. However, this algorithm requires significant computation time and 
the processed images may be having artificial halos. To overcome this disadvantage, 
they also proposed a new guided image filter with the foggy image used as a reference 
image. However, this method leads to incomplete haze removal and cannot yet meet the 
requirements for real-time processing. Ancuti et al considered the Laplacian contrast, 
contrast, saliency and exposedness features between the white balanced image and color 
corrected image. Then, utilized the exposed fusion method for obtain the final image. 
However, this method has the two main disadvantages: obtained images with dark 
corner and parameters for processing are difficult to set. That is, the used exposed 
blending algorithm is sensitive in setting the parameters. In our previous work, we 
proposed guided trigonometric bilateral filter to refine the depth map of dark prior 
channel. The optimization algorithm can fully achieve better results with 2dB improved 
of PSNR value than the traditional methods. However, this method did not take the 
wavelength in to account. 
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Inspired by Chiang’s work [72], in this paper, we propose a novel shallow ocean 
optical imaging model and an enhancing algorithm. We firstly estimate the depth map 
through dark channels, then considering the positions of lighting lamp, camera and 
imaging plane, propose a rationally image model. Removing the scattering by taking 
weighted guided normalized convolution domain filter. Finally, the color corrected 
image is obtained by using wavelength compensation. The performance of the proposed 
method is evaluated both objectively and subjectively. The experiments show that the 
PSNR is improved by at least about 3dB than the state-of-the-art-methods, SSIM is 
improved about 0.015. The edges and details of the processed image are also improved 
significantly. 
5.2 Underwater Imaging Model 
  
Artificial light and atmospheric light traveling through the water is the source of 
illumination in a shallow ocean environment. Figure 5-2 shows an overview of the 
proposed underwater imaging model.  
 
Figure 5-2: Underwater Optical Imaging Model. 
 
Let suppose the amount of radiation light W(x) formed after wavelength attenuation 
can be formulated according to the energy attenuation model as follows: 
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At the scene point x, the artificial light reflected again travels distance L(x) to the 
camera forming pixel )(xIλ , },,{ bgr∈λ . D(x) is the scene depth underwater. The color 
distortion (absorption) and scattering are occurred in this process. We suppose the 
absorption and scattering rate is )(xλρ , artificial light )(xJλ emanated from point x is 
equal to the amount of illuminating ambient light )(xEWλ reflected, 
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By following the Nayar-Narasimhan hazing model, the image )(xIλ formed at the 
camera can be formulated as follows: 
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 (5.3) 
where the background λB represents the part of the object reflected light λJ and 
ambient light WEλ scattered toward the camera by particles in the water. The residual 
energy ratio )(xtλ can be represented alternatively as the energy of a light beam with 
wavelength λ before and after traveling distance d(x) within the water )(xE residualλ and
)(xE initialλ , respectively, as follows: 
)()()( )(10
)(
)()( xdxdinitial
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Nrer
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xExt λλβ
λ
λ
λ ===
−
      (5.4) 
where Nrer is the normalized residual energy ratio [14], in the Ocean Type I, it follows: 
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λ        (5.5) 
Consequently, subscribing the Eq. (5.3) and eq. (5.4), we can obtain: 
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The above equation incorporates light scattering during the course of propagation 
from object to the camera d(x), and the wavelength attenuation along both the 
light-object path L(x), scene depth D(x) and object-camera path d(x). Once the 
light-object distance L(x), scene depth D(x) and object-camera distance d(x) is known, 
the final clean image will be recovered.  
5.3 De-Scattering 
5.3.1 Camera-object Distance d(x) Estimation 
 
In Ref. [72], the author found the red color channel is the dark channel of underwater 
images. During our experiments, we found that the lowest channel of RGB channels in 
turbidly water is not always the red color channel; the blue color channel is very 
significant. The reason is that we usually take the artificial light in imaging. Although 
the red wavelength absorbed easily through traveling in water, the distance between the 
camera and object is not enough to absorb the red wavelength significantly (See Figure 
5-3). The blue channel may be the lowest. Consequently, in this work, we take the 
minimum pixel value as the rough depth map. 
  
Figure 5-3:  RGB histogram of Underwater Images. 
 
  As mentioned in Eq. (5.6), light )(xJλ reflected from point x is 
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We define the minimum pixel channel Jdark(x) for the underwater image )(xJλ as 
},,{),(minmin)(
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If point x belongs to a part of the foreground object, the value of the minimum pixel 
channel is very small. Taking the min operation in the local patch )(xΩ on the hazy 
image )(xIλ in Eq. (5.6), we have 
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  Since λB is the homogeneous background light and the residual energy ratio 
)()( ydNrer λ on the small local patch )(xΩ surrounding point x is essentially a constant
)()( xdNrer λ , the min value on the second term of (5.9) can be subsequently removed as 
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  We rearrange the above equation and perform on more min operation among all RGB 
color channels as follows: 
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  Therefore, the second term of the above equation is dark channel equal to 0. 
Consequently, the estimated depth map is 
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5.3.2 Depth Map Refinement by Guided Multilayer Filter 
 
In this subsection, we roughly estimated the camera-object distance d(x). This distance 
depth contains mosaic effects and produces less accurately. Consequently, we need to 
use the proposed weighted guided normalized convolution domain filter to reduce the 
mosaicking. In this section, we introduce our constant time algorithm for weighted 
guided normalized convolution domain filter. 
  The traditional median filter has been considered as an effective way of removing 
“outliers”. The traditional median filter usually leads to morphological artifacts like 
rounding sharp corners. To address this problem, the weighted median filter has been 
proposed. The weighted median filter is defined as 
( )
( , ) ( , ) ( ( ) )
N
h i W V iδ
∈
= −∑
y x
x x y y              (5.14) 
where W(x, y) corresponds to the weight assigned to a pixel y inside a local region 
centered at pixel x, the weight W(x, y) depends on the image d that can be different from 
V. N(x) is a local window near pixel x. i is the discrete bin index, and δ is the Kronecker 
delta function, δ is 1 when the argument is 0, and is 0 otherwise. 
  Then the compute the refined depth map by weighted median filter with 2D 
normalized convolution domain transform filtering in the spatial domain as: 
( )
( , ) ( , ) ( ( ) )
N
h i NC V iδ
∈
= −∑
y x
x x y y             (5.15) 
where NC(x, y) is the 1D normalized convolution domain filter, which is defined as: 
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where 
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ˆ ˆ( ( ), ( ))
D
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∈ Ω
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y
x y is a normalization factor for x, and ˆ( ) ( , ( ))t t x ct x=x . 
Taking the efficient moving-average approach to perform NC with a box filter, the box 
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kernel is 
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ( ), ( )) {| ( ) ( ) | }BH t t t t rδ= − ≤x y x y           (5.17) 
where 3Hr σ= is the filter radius, and δB is a Boolean function that return 1 when its 
argument is true, and otherwise 0. σH is the standard deviation. The final refined depth 
map is produced by (see Figure 5-4): 
∑
∈
−=
)x(y
))(()),(()),(~(
N
iIVIxdNCixdh δ          (5.18) 
 
 
Figure 5-4:  Weighted normalized convolution domain filtering. 
 
  Figure 5-4 shows the pipeline of weighted normalized convolution domain filter. This 
filters images, preserving edges and filters noise based on a dimensionality reduction 
strategy, having high quality results, while achieving significant speedups over existing 
techniques, such as bilateral filter [80], guided filter [95], trilateral filter [96] and 
weighted bilateral median filter [97]. The refined depth image is shown in Figure 5-5. 
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                  (a)                             (b) 
Figure 5-5:  Depth map refinement by weighted normalized convolution domain filter. 
(a) Input course depth image. (b) Refined depth image. 
 
5.3.3 De-scattering 
 
From above subsection, we obtained the refined depth map d(x). In order to remove the 
scatter, we also need to solve the reflectivity )(xλρ . We take the least squares solution 
for achieving this by 
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  After removing the artificial light, the Eq. (5.6) can be written as 
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  According to Nayar-Narasimhan hazing model, we can obtain the descattered image 
by 
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5.4 Experiments 
 
The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated both objectively and 
subjectively, utilizing ground-truth color patches. We also compare the proposed 
method with the state-of-the-art methods. Both results demonstrate superior haze 
removal and color balancing capabilities of the proposed method over the others. 
In the first experiment, we compare our method with the state-of-the-art methods 
with the underwater images offered by Dr. Y.Y. Schechner. The computer used is 
equipped with Windows XP and an Intel Core 2 (2.0 GHz) with 2 GB RAM. The size of 
the images is 345 × 292 pixels.  
    
                    (a)                            (b)  
          
                    (c)                            (d) 
Figure 5-6:  Results of different De-scattering methods. (a) Input Image; (b) 
De-scattered by Schechner; (c) De-scattered by Bazeille; (d) De-scattered by Fattal; (e) 
De-scattered by Nicholas; (f)De-scattered by He; (g) De-scattered by Ancuti; (h) 
De-scattered by Chiang; (i) De-scattered by Lu13; (j) De-scattered by Lu14. 
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                   (e)                             (f) 
          
                   (g)                             (h)  
          
                   (i)                              (j)  
Figure 5-6:  Results of different De-scattering methods. (a) Input Image; (b) 
De-scattered by Schechner; (c) De-scattered by Bazeille; (d) De-scattered by Fattal; (e) 
De-scattered by Nicholas; (f)De-scattered by He; (g) De-scattered by Ancuti; (h) 
De-scattered by Chiang; (i) De-scattered by Lu13; (j) De-scattered by Lu14. (Cont.) 
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 Figure 5-6 shows the results using different de-scattering methods. Schechner’s 
work produces blurring effects in the processed image. While Bazeille’s pre-processing 
is serious distortion. The drawback of Fattal’s method is that it needs to manually 
determine the background and foreground in the image. It is hard to use in practical 
application. Nicholas’s Graph-cut based method cost a lot of processing time, while the 
processed image is also blurred. In comparison with He’s method, our approach 
performs better, and as visible mosaic artifacts are observed in He’s approach owing to 
the use of soft matting. Some of the regions are too dark (e.g. the right corner of the 
coral reefs), and haze is not removed elsewhere (e.g. the center of the image). In 
addition, there are also some unresolved scatters around the coral reefs in Ancuti’s 
model. How to select the parameters for fusion is a hard work. Moreover, Chiang’s 
work [72] is distorted in colors. Our previous work (Lu et al [96]) is performs well in 
descattering, however it cost a lot of time. Meanwhile, the selection of parameters is 
also difficult. In our model, we just need 2 parameters and CPU time is less than 1 sec. 
In the second experiment, we compare the different method with a large amount of 
images. Through the visual analysis, we can see that our proposed methods perform 
well than the others. Others have the color distortion largely. 
  
(a)                                (b) 
Figure 5-7: Boat image de-scattering results. (a) Input image. (b) Bazeille’s result. (c) 
Fattal’s result. (d) He’s result. (e) Ancuti’s result. (f) Nicholas’s result. (g) Lu13’s result. 
(h) Lu14’s result.  
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                (c)                              (d) 
  
                (e)                                (f) 
  
               (g)                               (h) 
Figure 5-7: Boat image de-scattering results. (a) Input image. (b) Bazeille’s result. (c) 
Fattal’s result. (d) He’s result. (e) Ancuti’s result. (f) Nicholas’s result. (g) Lu13’s result. 
(h) Lu14’s result. (Cont.) 
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             (a)                                (b) 
  
             (c)                                  (d) 
  
             (e)                                 (f) 
Figure 5-8: Fish image de-scattering results. (a) Input image. (b) Bazeille’s result. (c) 
Fattal’s result. (d) He’s result. (e) Ancuti’s result. (f) Nicholas’s result. (g) Lu13’s result. 
(h) Lu14’s result. 
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            (g)                                  (h) 
Figure 5-8: Fish image de-scattering results. (a) Input image. (b) Bazeille’s result. (c) 
Fattal’s result. (d) He’s result. (e) Ancuti’s result. (f) Nicholas’s result. (g) Lu13’s result. 
(h) Lu14’s result. (Cont.) 
Table 5-1: Comparative Analysis of Different De-scattering Methods (Figure 5-6). 
Methods PSNR [dB] Q-MOS SSIM 
Schechner ‘05 15.7184 40.8985 0.3362 
Bazeille ‘06 18.4609 49.8972 0.6157 
Fattal ‘08 28.1155 91.9044 0.8328 
Nicholas ‘10 24.8454 78.0455 0.6184 
He ‘11 21.4759 92.5893 0.8191 
Ancuti ‘12 21.7877 82.1602 0.7937 
Chiang ‘12 25.3353 90.3737 0.8258 
Lu ‘13 26.2918 92.3127 0.8293 
Lu ‘14 28.4134 93.2458 0.8378 
 
In addition to the visual analysis mentioned above, we conducted quantitative 
analysis, mainly from the perspective of mathematical statistics and the statistical 
parameters for the images (see Table 5-1). This analysis includes High-Dynamic Range 
Visual Difference Predictor2 (HDR-VDP2), PSNR, and SSIM. The Q-MOS value is 
between 0 (best) to 100(worst). Table 5-1 displays the Q-MOS of the pixels that have 
been filtered by applying HDR-VDP2-IQA. The results indicate that our approach not 
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only works well for haze removal, but also results in lower computation time. 
We also test our algorithm by simulation. Figure 5-9 shows the results, and Table 5-1 
shows the quantitative analysis results. 
   
                   (a)                                (b) 
   
(c)                                (d) 
   
              (e)                                (f) 
Figure 5-9: Simulation results by different descattering algorithms. (a) Noise-free 
image. (b) Noisy image. (c) Ancuti’s result. (d) Bazeille’s result. (e) Chiang’s result. (f) 
Fattal’s result. (g) He’s result. (h) Nicholas’s result. (i) Xiao’s result. (j) Lu13’s result. 
(k) Lu14’s result. 
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              (g)                                (h) 
   
              (i)                                 (j) 
 
(k) 
Figure 5-9: Simulation results by different descattering algorithms. (a) Noise-free 
image. (b) Noisy image. (c) Ancuti’s result. (d) Bazeille’s result. (e) Chiang’s result. (f) 
Fattal’s result. (g) He’s result. (h) Nicholas’s result. (i) Xiao’s result. (j) Lu13’s result. 
(k) Lu14’s result. (Cont.) 
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Table 5-2: Comparative Analysis of Different De-scattering Methods (Figure 5-9). 
Methods PSNR [dB] MSE SSIM 
Ancuti 10.7715 5.4442e+003 0.5530 
Bazeille 9.5787 7.1649e+003 0.4330 
Chiang 11.7472 4.3487e+003 0.5198 
Fattal 13.9595 2.6129e+003 0.6338 
He 14.3188 2.4005e+003 0.6653 
Nicholas 12.4260 3.7195e+003 0.5859 
Xiao 13.0430 3.2269e+003 0.6307 
Lu ‘13 27.0520 128.1966 0.9266 
Lu ‘14 27.9921 103.2464 0.9367 
 
5.5 Conclusion 
 
In this study, we have explored and successfully implemented novel image enhancement 
techniques for underwater optical image processing. We have proposed a simple prior 
based on the difference in attenuation among the different color channels, which 
inspired us to estimate the transmission depth map. Another contribution compensated 
the transmission by weighted guided normalized convolution domain filtering, which 
has the benefits of edge-preserving, noise removing, and a reduction in the computation 
time. Moreover, the proposed underwater image colorization method successfully 
created colorful underwater distorted images that are better than the state-of-the-art 
methods with lower computation time. Furthermore, our proposed method solved the 
limitations due to the influence of possible artificial light sources.  
Our experiments showed that the proposed methods are suitable for underwater 
imaging and solved the major problem of underwater optical imaging. In the future, we 
will consider developing a new deep-sea underwater imaging model to eliminate the 
haze problem based on recent oceanic technologies [99-103]. 
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Chapter 6 
 
Conclusions 
 
This chapter summarizes the contents and contributions of the thesis, and suggests 
several directions for future work based on the current stage of the research thus far 
carried out. 
6.1 Summary 
 
In this thesis a full approach for underwater image restoration and enhancement have 
been proposed. The presented pipeline extends the common image restoration and 
enhancement techniques to the more complex and challenging underwater medium. The 
aim is the generation of clear images allowing the broad scale monitoring of seafloor 
extensions for geological, biological and environmental purposes. 
  Deep-sea or shallow ocean imaging suffers from specific problems that require the 
application of specific solutions. The contributions of this thesis concern all the imaging 
techniques (sonar imaging, laser imaging, and optical camera imaging) that can 
significantly improve the final image quality and visual pleasantness. 
Chapter 2 describes a novel system for removing underwater sonar image noise, 
enhancing the structure of sonar images, and fusing the underwater sensed images, 
based on the decomposed curvelet coefficients. Side-scan sonar acquires high quality 
imagery of the seafloor with very high spatial resolution but poor locational accuracy. 
However, multi-beam sonar obtains high precision position and underwater depth in 
seafloor points. In order to fully utilize all information of these two types of sonars, it is 
necessary to fuse the two kinds of sonar data. This paper gives curvelet transform for 
enhancing the signals or details in different scales separately. It also proposes a new 
intensity sonar image fusion method, which is based on curvelet transform. Considering 
the sonar image forming principle, for the low frequency curvelet coefficients, we 
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utilize the maximum local energy method to calculate the energy of two sonar images. 
For the high frequency curvelet coefficients, we take absolute maximum method as a 
measurement. The main attribute of this paper is: Firstly, the multi-resolution analysis 
method is well adapted the cured-singularities and point-singularities. It is useful for 
sonar intensity image enhancement. Secondly, maximum local energy is well 
performing the intensity sonar images, which can achieve perfect fusion result. The 
experimental results show that the method can be used in the flat seafloor or the 
isotropic seabed. Compared with wavelet transform method, this method can get better 
performance [42]. 
Chapter 3 describes a statistical speckle suppression method for removing underwater 
image noise, based on the decomposed contourlet coefficients. This method utilizes 
Bayesian Contourlet Estimator of Bessel K Form (BCE-BKF) probability density 
function (PDF) to model neighborhood contourlet coefficients. After that, according to 
the proposed PDF model, we design a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator, which 
relies on a Bayesian statistics representation for the contourlet coefficients of noisy 
images. There are three obvious virtues of this method. Firstly, contourlet transform 
decomposition prior to curvelet transform and wavelet transform by using ellipse 
sampling grid. Secondly, BCE-BKF model is more effective in presentation of the noisy 
image contourlet coefficients. Thirdly, the BCE-BKF model takes full account of the 
correlation between coefficients. Some comparisons with the best available results will 
be present in order to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method [107]. 
Chapter 4 utilizes the image processing technologies to determine the mineral 
location and to recognize the mineral actually within a little processing time. We firstly 
analysis the recent underwater imaging models, and propose a novel underwater optical 
imaging model, which is much closer to the light propagation model in the underwater 
environment. In our imaging system, we remove the electrical noise by dual-tree 
complex wavelet transform. Then, solving the non-uniform illumination of artificial 
lights by fast guided trilateral bilateral filter and recovering the image color through 
automatic color equalization. Finally, a shape-based mineral recognition algorithm is 
proposed for underwater objects detection. These methods are designed for real-time 
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execution on limited-memory platforms, and are suitable for detecting underwater 
objects in practice. The initial results are presented and experiments demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the proposed imaging system [108]. 
Chapter 5 describes a novel method of enhancing underwater optical images or 
videos using guided multilayer filter and color correction. In certain circumstances, we 
need to immediately monitor the underwater environment by disaster recovery support 
robots. However, due to the inherent optical properties and underwater complex 
environment, the captured images or videos are distorted seriously. That is, absorption, 
scattering and color distortion are three major distortion issues for underwater optical 
imaging. Our key contributions proposed include a novel underwater imaging model to 
compensate for the attenuation discrepancy along the propagation path and a fast guided 
multilayer filtering enhancing algorithm. The enhanced images are characterized by a 
reduced noised level, better exposure of the dark regions, and improved global contrast 
where the finest details and edges are enhanced significantly. Consequently, our 
enhancement method achieves higher quality than other state-of-the-art methods [109]. 
6.2 Contributions 
 
The present works led to some contributions to the state-of-the-art methods and are 
listed as follows: 
 A novel system for removing underwater sonar image noise, enhancing the 
structure of sonar images, and fusing the underwater sensed images, based on the 
decomposed curvelet coefficients is proposed. 
 A statistical speckle suppression method for removing underwater laser image noise, 
based on the decomposed contourlet coefficients. This method utilizes Bayesian 
contourlet Estimator of Bessel K Form probability density function to model 
neighborhood contourlet coefficient. After that, according to the proposed PDF 
model, we design a maximum a posteriori estimator, which relies on a Bayesian 
statistics representation for the contourlet coefficients. 
 A novel method to enhance underwater optical images by guided trigonometric 
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bilateral filters and color correction is proposed. Our key contributions are proposed 
a new underwater model to compensate the attenuation discrepancy along the 
propagation path, and to propose a fast guided trigonometric bilateral filtering 
enhancing algorithm and a novel fast automatic color enhancement algorithm. 
 A signal frame-based vignette removal method. Given the fact that we are interested 
in the overall effect of light attenuation through the imaging system and not all of 
the image formation details, the multiscale circle gradient de-vignetting are 
proposed. 
 A wavelength compensation based shallow water scene reconstruction method is 
proposed. Meanwhile, a novel underwater imaging model to compensate for the 
attenuation discrepancy along the propagation path and a fast guided multilayer 
filtering enhancing algorithm. 
6.3 Future Work 
 
The proposed algorithms attempt to solve the underwater surveying vision problems by 
AUVs or Deep-sea Mining Systems (DMS). The field of underwater imaging is very 
young and much remains to be explored. Several long-term results would make a 
difference. Regarding future work, there are still several open problems which will 
require the development of new techniques. 
  On the one hand, the underwater imaging model may be unsuitable for turbidity water 
environment. Consequently, it is a challenge for pursuing a novel underwater optical 
imaging model. 
  On the other hand, for underwater image quality improvement model, new image 
processing technologies and automation technologies may be used for underwater image 
processing. 
  Furthermore, for the underwater illumination system we envision a LED-based 
continuous illumination version for videos. We would also like to see it integrated with 
methods coping with water turbidity. In addition, our correction method can be 
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integrated with 3D reconstruction techniques for color correcting highly 
three-dimensional objects. 
  Finally, AUV or DMS navigation underwater remains an open topic. We require our 
AUV or DMS to perform significant autonomous navigation tasks with the aid of 
acoustic and optical beacons. The potential of existing techniques localization and 
mapping techniques (e.g., SLAM) can be explored in this unique environment. 
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APPENDIX A: Underwater Optical 
Imaging System 
Motivation 
 Deep-sea Mining System Monitoring 
 Deep-sea AUV or ROV Visualization 
 Deep-sea Biological Monitoring 
 
 
Figure A-1: Concept figure of deep-sea monitoring. 
 
Figure A-2: Experimental Equipment Image. 
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Figure A-3: Equipment Sets. 
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Figure A-4: Interface of Underwater Image Dehazing Software. 
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